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"AETHER DRIFT" AND THE ISOTROPY OF THE UNIVERSE:
A measurement of anisotropies in the primordial black-body radiation
ABSTRACT:
This experiment has detected and mapped large-angular-scale anisotropies
in the 3°K primordial black-body radiation with a sensitivity of 2 x 10
-4
 o 
ani an angular resolution of about 10°. It has measured the motion of the Earth
with respect to the distant matter of the Universe ("Aether Drift"), and has probed
the homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe (the "Cosmological Principle").
The experiment uses two Dicke radiometers, one at 33 GHz to detect the cosmic
anisotropy, and one at 54 GHz to detect anisotropies in the residual oxygen
above the detectors. The system has been installed in the NASA-Ames Earth
Survey Aircraft (U-2), and has operated successfully in a series of flights.
Data taking and analysis to measure the anisotropy have been successful. We
will continue these measurements and data analysis in the future, with addi-
tional coverage in a portion of the northern hemisphere not yet covered ade-
gt,ately and in the southern hemisphere which is completely unexplored.
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I. Introduction
The Earth is bathed in an apparently universal 3 0K microwave radiation
from space. Its existence is the strongest evidence we have in support of
the Big Bang theory of the Universe, and its observed isotropy to one part
in 103 is the strongest evidence we have in support of the Cosmological
Principle (the speculation that the Universe is isotropic and homogeneous
on a large scale). Anisotropies are expected at the level of one part in
• thousand or smaller. We have designed, constructed, and flown
• radiometer system to detect and man these small anisotropies with a sensi-
tivity of 2 x 10-4 oK. We have detec_ed a first order spherical anisotropy
of about 3 mo K which is interpreted as the motion of the Earth and solar system
at 350 km/sec relative to the black body radiation. The PRL reprint in
Appendix I describes a determination of this "Aether Drift" effect. Study
of the anisotropies observable with this sensitivity will provide a unique
probe of the nature of the Universe.
The experiment uses two twin-antenna Dicke radiometers, flown to an
altitude of 65,000 feet in a modified upper hatch of the NASA-Ames Earth
Survey Aircraft (U-2). The cosmic anisotropy is measured with a 33 GHz
(lcm) radiometer, whose frequency is in the window between galactic synchrotron
emission and atmospheric oxygen emission. Background anisotropies from
oxygen and residual tilt to the aircraft are measured by a 54 GHz radiometer.
Each radiometer has two horn antennas, pointing in opposite azimuthal
directions but 300 from the zenith (see figure 1). The receiver is
switched between the two antennas at 100 Hz in order to make a comparison
between the two regions of the sky. This fast switching eliminates 1/f noise
due to amplifier drift. The two antennas are physically interchanged every
minute in order to cancel any residual anisotropies between the antennas.
Every twenty minutes the airplane reverses direction, to detect and
cancel anisotropies due to the aircraft. And, for the "Aether Drift"
measurement, the Earth changes its direction of revolution around the sun
every six months, a reversal shift that our instrument may be sensitive
enough to detect.
II. Theory of the 3 0K radiation and expected anisotropies
In 1965, Penzias and Wilson found an unexpectedly large background
in their 7 cm microwave receiver. Many workers have since confirmed the
existence of this background, covering a range in wavelength from several
91 \
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Figure 1. Schematic of Apparatus in U-2 Hatch.
millimeters to many centimeters. Figure 2 shows the measurements, together
with a 2.70K black-body Planck distribution. Also shown in the figure are
intensities indirectly deduced from measurements of the absorption spectra
of cyanogen molecules around nearby stars, cov,-ring short wavelengths
absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere.
The best data in the millimeter region as of 1973 (Muehlner and Weiss,
Phys. Rev. C, 7 (1973)) marked with the letter M, clearly shows the expected
turnover. More recent measurements at Berkeley (D. Woody, J. Mather,
N. Nishioka, P. Richards, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 1036 (1975)), shown in
Figure 3, have verified this turnover in detail. The measurements are all
consistent with a black-body shape for the radiation. A number of measurements
have also been made of the directionality of this radiation. All experiments
prior to ours have been consistent with a finding of no significant departure
from isotropy greater than one tenth of one percent.
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Figure 2. Measurement of the microwave background. (Taken
from P. Thaddeus, Ann. Rev. Astron. and Astrophys.
10, 305 (1912)).
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surements of cyauosen (see fiefs. 2 and 12).
(Taken from Woody, et al.)
Most cosmologists take this radiation to be a relic from past epochs
when our universe was much hotter and denser than it is now. Indeed, the
presence of the black-body radiation provides the strongest evidence to
date for such a "Big Bang" origin of the Universe. In these early epochs
the high temperature and densities kept almost all matter in an ionized
state. Free electrons provided the thermal coupling between radiation and
1 4
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matter. When the expanding Universe had cooled to approximately 4000 0K,
these electrons became bound into atoms. At this point the radiation de-
coupled from the matter, and the Universe became essentially transparent
to the thermal radiation. The expansion of the Lniverse has red-shifted
the radiation down to its present-day termperature of 2.7 0  without
altering its black-body shape.
The black-body radiation we observe now was originally emitted from a
sphere of matter whose present radius is 2 x 1010 light years. Unless
neutrino astronomy becomes practical, these black-body photons provide our
deepest probe into the past history of our Universe. At the time the
radiation decoupled from matter, atoms and molecules were just beginning
to form. Condensation into stars and galaxies had presumably not yet
begun. The isotropy of the black-body radiation is the strongest experi-
mental evidence that the early Universe was isotropic and homogeneous when
viewed on a large scale (the "Cosmological Principle").
The angular size of any anisotropy in the black-body radiation is
characteristic of the mechanism which generated it. Motion of the Earth
relative to the "rest frame" defined billions of years ago by the last-
scattering of the black-body photons is one mechanism that could produce
an anisotropy. This modern "Aether Drift" experiment measures the vector
sum of all the various motions of the Earth listed in Table I. According
to Special Relativity (Peebles and Wilkinson, Phys. Rev. 174, 2168 (1968)),
motion of an observer relative to the uniform black-body radiation leaves
the spectral shape of the radiation the same, but alters the observed black-
body temperature to
T
T(e) =
	
	 o	 To (1 + ecose)
1 - ecose
where To
 = 2.7 0K, a is the velocity of the observer relative to the black-
body rest frame, and a is the angle between the observer's viewing direction
and R. It is clear from Table I that Earth rotation is negligible and that
motion of the solar system in the galaxy dominates. Small as it is, the
k	
annual orbit of the Earth around the sun should be separately detectable by
our experiment by taking data throughout a year, thus providing an extremely
powerful cross-check of the entire procedure. At present our best limit
gives V0
 - 2 ± 40 km/see. Since we have detected an anisotropy, our flight
plans have been designed to look roughly perpendicular to the Earth's
rotation around the sun. If the flight plans had been optimised to measure
rthe Earth's annual velocity, the error would be reduced by approximately a i
factor of two.
TABLE I: MOTIONS OF THE EARTH RELATIVE TO "REST" FRAME
Expected Velocity (a) Anisotropy
Source of Motion
	 (km/sec)	 (OK)
1. Earth Rotation .46 0.1 x 10 4
2. Orbit around Sun 29.8 5.3 x 10-4
3. Solar System in Galaxy 270 ± 40 (49±7) x 10-4
4. Galaxy around Local Group 80 ± 20 (14±4) x 10-4
5. Total Solar System around
± ±3) 4Local Group 315	 15 (57 x 10
6. Motion of Sun relative to
Black ± ±5)-Body 350	 50 (63 x 10- 	(measured)
7. Local Cluster relative to
-4
Black-Body 600 120 x 10(inferred)
(a) Our source for velocities 3 to 5 is D. W. Sciama, "Astrophysical
Cosmology," pages 183-236, Proceedings of the Enrico Fermi Inter-
national School of Physics, Course XLVII, Academic Press, New
York, 1971.
(b) Calculated according to the formula AT - Tmax - T #n - 2T0s
where S . velocity/veocity of light and To - 2. K.
This formula gives the peak-to-peak amplitude of the anisotropy.
This experiment can measure a maximum amplitude of ATA - TOW.97.
Other features of the Universe which generate anisotropy in the black
body radiation yield more complicated angular dependencies. For example,
consider the possible rotation of the Universe as a whole. If the Universe
rotates with an angular velocity w, then objects a distance R from us, and
at an angle 0 to the axis of rotation, will have a velocity v 6
 = wR sina,
which, when added to its Hubble recessional velocity, yields a second order
Doppler shift (due to time dilation) that depends on 0. The variation
should be axially symmetric, and its first order term (proportional to
cos(26)) would be easily distinguishable from the Aether Drift. It would
be cool in the plane of rotation and warm at the two poles of the axis.
A detailed analysis by Collins and Hawking (Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, 162, 307 (1973)) shows that if the Universe rotated
at a rata of once per 10 14
 years, an anisotropy of 10 x 10
-4 
o  would result.
j
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Detection of an overall rotation of the Universe would be of great
philosphical and cosmological importance. According to Mach's Principle,
the existence of local frames is caused by the mass of the distant gal-
axies, implying that the apparent rotation of the universe is zero. A
discovery of non-zero rotation (which is allowed by General Relativity)
would cast the entire Machian philosophy of matter and space-time into
doubt.
Inhomogeneities in the matter distribution or in the expansion of
the Universe should likewise lead to an anisotropy of the black body
radiation. Although these might in principle give a second spherical
harmonic (quadrupole) term which could be confused with rotation, it is
likely that they would also yield higher order terms. If the Universe
is closed or nearly closed one could expect the dominant portion of a shear
anisotropy to be quadrupole; if the universe is open it would be mostly
of higher order. Most cosmologists believe that an experiment an order
of magnitude more sensitive than previous experiments is bound to detect
such an inhomogeneity. Such inhomogeneities have been related, in certain
theories, to the existence of the observed super-clusters of galaxies.
In some of these theories the Universe was initially completely
inhomogeneous. The approximate homogeneity we now observe came about by
the transport of energy and momentum that occurred early in the Big Bang.
There are limits on the angular scale size of regions which could have
been isotropized this way: a given region of space could not have received
any homogenizing signal from ::urther away than the distance light could
travel between the time of tt-e Kg Bang and the time of the decoupling of
radiation and matter.
Weinberg has calculated the angular size of isotropized regions in
the sky which could have been generated this way ("Gravitation and
Cosmology: Principles and Applications of the General Theory of Rela-
tivity", Wiley, New York, 1972, page 535). He reports that isotropy
larger than just a few degrees of angle in the sky requires a primordial
homogeneity.* A good sky map, with the temperature of the black-body
* For the case of an ionized intergalactic medium providing the mass to
close the universe gravitationally, this size grows to perhaps 1/10
of the sky, since the uncoupling of matter and radiation then took
place at a much later time.
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radiation measured with fractional millidegree temperature accuracy in 15°
angular bins might in fact show such residual anisotropies, thereby dis-
closing information about the size of the density homogeneity in the early
universe, even before matter and radiation were uncoupled.
Most other sources of anisotropy should occur on angular scales too
small for us to observe with this experiment (resolution of about 10°),
but might conceivably occur on scales larger than expected. Such small-
scale anisotropies could be due to inhomogeneities in the promordial
plasma, or nascent galaxies, or they might be the first indication of
discrete sources. Such emission anisotropies would appear as bright
spots in the sky. Dark spots could also occur due to absorption of some
black-body radiation by large objects along the line of sight. A high
density of energetic electrons in galactic clusters might attenuate the
black-body radiation, by scattering it to higher frequencies. Such a
cloud of electrons and their associated protons could help provide the
mass needed for gravitational binding of galactic clusters.
The following table summarizes the possible causes of an inhomogeneit3
in the black-body radiation, and states the features of its angular dis-
tribution which would help distinguish it.
TABLE II: SOURCES OF ANISOTROPY AND THEIR ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
Aether Drift - motion around sun
	
	 0.3 m K cose, direction varies
during a year
Aether Drift - motion of sun around
	 3.2 m0K cosh
galaxy and galaxy relative to relic
radiation
Spin of Univer.e
	
	 cos (2$), although higher
order terms possible
Anisotropic Expansion of Universe
	
	 cos (23), although higher
order terms possible
Primordial Inhomogeneities
	 cos (nc?), n probably large
Other Inhomogeneities
	
	 correlated position in sky with
suspected source
4
if
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III. Experiment Status and Results
The instrument hardware now exists and has already been used to take
data. Appendix Il (preprint of RSI article) describes the apparatus, tests,
and calibrations. Appendix I, a reprint of the PRL article, contains the
first results of the data analysis. The highlight of these results was the
detection Df an anisotropy beat described by a first order spherical har-
monic (dipole). The dipole component is about 3 m°K while any quadrupole
and higher order component is less than 1 m°K. Figure 4 shows the fit of
the data to a first order spherical harmonic. A quadrupole term alone
gives a significantly worse fit to the data than a dipole alone. A com-
bined dipole and quadrupole fit does not give a significantly better fit.
Figure 5 shows the sky coverage to date.
This first order anisotropy is most readily interpreted as being due
to the motion of the solar system relative to the cosmic black-body radia-
tion. The relative motion produces a Doppler shift of the observed radia-
tion. An anisotropy of magnitude 3 m°K corresponds to a solar peculiar
velocity of about 350 km/sec. This velocity is comparable to the motion
of the solar system around the galaxy. However, its direction is not
consistent with that given by the rotation of the adlaxy. In fact, when
the rotation of the galaxy is taken into account, this measurement implies
a galactic peculiar velocity of about 600 km/sec relative to the cosmic
black-body radiation. This is a disturbingly large velocity. In addition
this velocity disagrees with that found by several astronomers looking
at the motion of the sun with respect to nearby sets of galaxies. Our
results, however, are in agreement with the anisotropy in the background
radiation measured by Corey and Wilkinson at Princeton. (See Figure 6).
The apparent fact that the measurements of the background radiation
agree with each other but are not consistent with the astronomers' findings
raises the question of whether the anisotropy is -,)roduved b y the solar
peculiar velocity of is intrinsic to the black-body radiation itself.
Only two homogeneous models of the Universe produce dipole anisotropies
in the background radiation.
One model (discussed by Collins and Hawking. MNRAS 162), involving
a closed universe, allows all the matter in the Universe to have a net
peculiar velocity relative to the comoving expansion frame of reference.
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In this case, we have measured that peculiar velocity to be about 600 km/sec
at the time of last scattering. This velocity could presently be between
about 1 and 80 km/sec depending upon the time of last scattering. This
model is not particularly pleasing insofar as it postulates that all the
matter in the Universe had a peculiar velocity near the speed of light
shortly after the Big Bang, which damped down to 600 km/sec at the last
scattering, and then down to a few km/sec at the present.
The other model is discussed by Doroshkevich, Lukash, and Novikov
(Sov. Astron., V. . 18 No. 5). An open universe which expands at a different
rate along one axis than the other two will have an intrinsic quadrupole 	 s
anisotropy. If the Universe is open, its changing hyperbolic geometry
distorts the appearance of the quadrupole anisotropy into a roughly dipole
character over a large fraction of the sky. The bulk of the quadrupole
anisotropy would be squeezed into a relatively small portion of the sky.
The characteristic angular size of the distorted region would be about
23° if the density of the Universe is 10% of the critical density. For
our measured anisotropy, we predict this section of the sky would be
roughly centered on RA = 11 hrs, and 6 - -20°. Measurements in the region
should distinguish this distortion from a true dipole.
The present data is well fit by a dipole anisotropy and has symmetrical
errors. Table III below gives correlation matrix* and the data and errors
vectors.
TABLE III: CORRELATION MATRIX AND SIGNAL AND ERROR VECTORS
Correlation Matrix
A	 A	 A
Direction	 X	 Y	 Z	 Signal f Error	 (m°K)
X = 0 hrs	 1.00	 -0.08	 -0.41.	 ATx= -3.07	 0.31
Y = 6 hrs
	 -0.08	 1.00	 0.08	 ATy= 0.68	 0.32
Z = 90° dec	 -0.41	 0.08	 1.00	 ATZ= 0.43	 0.36
* The correlation matrix is a measure of how independently each component
is measured.
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There is a correlation (-0.41.) between the X and Z (polar) axis components
because our present sky coverage is not uniform - most of the coverage is
between 3 and 15 hours of right ascension and for the first flights the
equipment had about twice its eventual noise, thus less effective coverage
by the data from 22 to 3 hours of right ascension. Without this correla-
tion the errors would be 0.28, 0.32, and 0 . 31 m°K respectively. The polar	 4^
component has a larger error even with nearly twice the observing time of
the other two components because all flights have been in the northern
hemisphere and from Ames; no more than about 60° in declination has been
covered, while the full right: ascension has been swept out. This effect
is even more pronounced in a combined dipole and quadrupole fit. For the
combined fit the errors are substantially enlarged, being 0.51, 0.50,
40.3 m°K for the dipole. The larger error in the polar dipole and quad-
rupole components is due to a correlation in their errors. Over the range
from 6° to 66 ° in declination it is difficult to tell the difference
between sing and sin 28. This coupled with the correlation of sky coverage
in declination and right ascention, results in a strong correlation
between the polar dipole component and the quadrupole components. Linear
combinations of these give the same anisotropy to about 0.5 m°K over the
regions we have measured, but grossly different results for regions far
from where we have measured. For example, one or two flights from
Argentina, Australia or any other place at roughly the same latitude
would reduce the errors to 0.34, 0.46, 0 . 56 m°K and 0 . 32, 0.38, 0.40
m°K respectively. Similarly all errors on the quadrupole would drop below
0.5 m°K. For a pair of flights from the Panama Canal Zone, from which
U-2 usually flies every year, errors for the polar dipole and all
idrupole components would be reduced to 1 m°K.
At this point the data can be used to measure and limit either the
Dole or quadrupole alone; however, for a combined limit we must make a
itistical argument, stating the probability that the dipole and quad-
Dole components would happen to cancel over the 1/3 of the sky currently
asured. Using this reasoning, we have measured the dipole discussed
3ve and set a limit on the amount of power in the quadrupole as no more
in 1 m°K with a 70% probability. This limit on the quadrupole anisotropy
Dvides stringent limits on any possible rotation of the universe, aniso-
i-14-
tropic Hubble expansion, or long wavelength gravity waves.
The actual value of the limit depends on cosmological paramr`.ers
such as the ratio of the actual density to the critical density and the
time of last scattering. Assuming the last scattering was at the time
of decoupling, the present rate of anisotropic Hubble expansion is limited
to less than one part in 10 5 . The limit on density homogeneities for the
part of the sky observed is about one part in a thousand, while: the energy
density of long wavelength gravity waves is limited to approximately the
critical density. We have also tested the Cosmological Principle to one
part in 3000, assuming that the anisotropy that we see is due to our
peculiar velocity.
f-15-
IV. FUTURE WORK TO BE PERFOMD
We will continue our work on the measurement and mapping of the
anisotropies in the cosmic blackbody radiation, including data analysis,
supporting ground measurements, additional flights from Ames and flights
from a southern latitude.
We believe that a well chosen pair of flights from a single trip to
the southern hemisphere will provide: (1) good verification of dipole_
anisotropy, (2) absolute and significantly improved limits on any quadru-
pole component, and (3) observations of a previously unexplored hemisphere.
The four new data points (two from each flight) shown in figure 4 demon-
strate how two flights could verify the cosine curve. With reasonable
planning the two flights could be conducted within a couple of days of
each other; one early and the other late at night. The discussion in the
data analysis section describes how data from a southern latitude will
decrease the errors and thus the limit on the quadrupole terms. Briefly,
upon changing hemispheres: a dipole component will change sign while a
quadrupole moment will keep the same sign;thus a single good measurement
below the equator will readily distinguish between the two and will quickly
limit the maximum possible value of either. These flights will take place
in February and March 1979. We will be flying over Peru at a latitude of
33° south.
The observation of previously unexplored regions is probably the
strongest motivation for a southern hemisphere flight. Data from the
southern skies tests for departures from the dipole anisotropy and unusual
new features. One possible reason that the optical astronomers have found
a velocity different from our measurement is that there are many more in-
termediate distance galaxies in the northern hemisphere than in the southern.
This is indicative of two things, a possible systematic bias and the fact
that in the past the southern hemisphere has proven different from the
northern.
We will continue the analysis of the existing data and conduct some
related ground-based measurements. At present the data from a flight can
be processed, have first order corrections (,_.counting to typically ^ o.5 m°K)
applied, and then be Eitted to dipole and quadrupole components. This stage
of data analysis has progressed past the quick look level. We are now in
the process of a raore thorough and complete data analysis program. In this
process we are doing the usual data handling cross-checking, and studying
the statistical properties of the data, and the interpreting of the results.
We are also evaluating the effects of possible systematic errors both through
calculation and ground based measurements.
The absolute calibration of our system introduces the largest uncer-
tainty to our results aside from statistics by a scale factor which could
vary by about 7%. We plan to reduce this uncertainty by a more careful
analysis of existing data and additional calibration of the equipment.
We estimate that the other systematic errors are .< 25% of our statis-
tical errors. We are in the process of refining our estimates of systematic
backgrounds. For example, we have recently measured the 33 GHz emissions
from Orion A - a typical H-II region using a larger ground based antenna
but with the same receiver system used in our flights. We are also re-
estimating and cross-checking the galactic synchrotron emission and the
other systematic errors.
Through this future work, we expect to understand our experiment to
the point where we will have measured the dipole anisotropy to an accuracy
of about 2 x 10-4 °K and have improved our limit on the quadrupole and
higher order anisotropies a factor of two to one part in 6000. This will
represent a very significant limit and strong test of the Cosmological
Principle, and is about a factor of 6 improvement over other experiments.
-17-
Sensitivity of Apparatus
1) Measure of the Noise Equivalent Flux Density (NEFD) at the
antenna :input
NEFD - 3 x 104 flux units /
The moon shows up at TA - 0.70 t 0.04 °K for one second of observation.
2) A measure of the raw detector sensitivity as the Noise Equivalent
Power (NEP) in the standard operating environment is
NEP - 2.5 x 10-16 watts /
Since the purpose of the experiment has been to measure the
intensity of the cosmic background radiation, it is important to have
a low NEP but a relatively high NEFD so that galactic backgrounds are
minimized. In practice though, these are relatively unimportant;
systematic errors are the main limitations. This apparatus is used to
observe a signal which is roughly 1/40 of the rms noise.
1'
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Detection of Anisotropy in the Cosmic Blackbody Radiation
G: F. Smoot, M. V. Gorenstein, and R. A. Muller
Latertnee Berkeley Laboratory and Spec? Sciences Laboratory. • Uxiverstty, of CeWorata.
Berkeley. Calltbmia 94720
(Received 6 July 1977)
We have detected anisotropy to the cosmic blackbody radiation with a 33-GHs (0.9 cm)
twin-antenna Dicke radiometer flown to an altitude of 20 km aboard a U-2 aircraft. In
data distributed over two-thirds of the northern hemisphere, we observe as anisotropy
which is well fitted by a first-order spherical harmonic with an amplitude of (3.5* 0.6)
r 10' 1 `K, and direction 111.0:0.6 h right ascension (R.A.) and 6 e * 30 e declination (decd.
This observation is readily interpreted as due to motion of the earth relative to the radi-
ation with a velocity of 390* 60 kmisec.
The observed isotropy of the 3 0K cosmic black-
body radiation to about one part in 10 3
 is the
strongest evidence in support of the cosmological
principle, the basic assumption of cosmology
that the universe is isotropic and homogeneous
on a large scale. Anisotropy at the 101'-101'
level is expected to exist from the Doppler shift
due to the motion of the earth with respect to the
ancient matter which emitted the radiation.' Ani-
sotropies would also exist if there were nonsym-
metric expansion of the universe or large-scale
irregularities in the distribution of matter or en-
ergy. Until recently, interference from galactic
emissions had prevented anisotropy in the cosmic
blackbody radiation from being unambiguously ob-
served? Preliminary reports of a positive effect
have been made now by Corey and Wilkenson3
and by this group' We present here the results
of a survey spanning approximately two-thirds
of the northern hemisphere, taken at 0.9 cm, a
wavelength at which the galactic background is
small.
The experiment was conducted in a series of
eight flights aboard the NASA-Ames Earth Survey
(U-2) Aircraft. Anisotropy in the cosmic radia-
tion was detected at 33 GHz with a twin-antenna
Dicke radiometer which measured the difference
in sky temperature between two regions 60 apart
and on opposite sides of the zenith. The best re-
ceiver, used on the final four flights, has a sen-
sitivity limited by thermal noise with an rms
fluctuation of 0.044 aK/Hz' /2 . The receivers used
on the earlier flights had rms fluctuations about
twice as large. The apparatus is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 1; details of its design and construc-
tion will be given elsewhere.'
Effort was made in the design of the apparatus
to reduce all expected systematic errors well be-
low the millikelvin level. To achieve the desired
sensitivity, the apparatus was radio -frequency
898
and magnetically shielded, and carefully ther-
mally stabilized . ` The antennas were specially
designed (dual-mode corrugated cones) with a
beam pattern 7a wide full width at half-maximum
(FWHM). The measured antenna gain in the di-
rection of the earth was below 10' 7; anisotropic
emission from the earth and aircraft contributed
less than 0.2 m*& A second twin-antenna radi-
ometer operating at 54 GHz was used to monitor
and eliminate anisotroptc atmospheric back- '
ground. This second system was sensitive to the
strong—oxygen-emission region centered at 60
GHz and was calibrated at altitude by banking the
airplane at angles of 5 a to 250. The monitor .
showed that the autopilot maintained level flight
during data-taking periods to better than 0.2 6 of
bank; the resulting spurious signal at 33 GHz
/	 OUter skind u-2
Antenna Antenna	 +^0
t . , _ 2
Rotot,,n
bee:ing
Thermal	 vibration
isolation
336Ht
Rec•'.er
To tope recorder and controller
FIG. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus mouated in
the G-2 aircraft. The anisotropy reported in this Letter
was detected with the 33-GHz radiometer; the 54-GHz
radiometer monitored the oxygen anisotropy above the
aircraft.
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due to aircraft tilt is less than 0.2 m°K.
Spurious anisotropies were detected and elimi-
nated through a hierarchy of reversals. Rapid
switching (100 Hz) between the two antennas re-
duced the effects of gain fluctuations (Ilf noise).
Spurious anisotropy generated by imbalance in
the two arms of the radiometer (= 60 m°K) was
canceled by interchange of the two antennas
through a rotation of the apparatus by 180° about
the vertical every 64 sec. Spurious anisotropy
associated with the rotation state of the antennas
N2 m*M was eliminated by reversing the flight
path of the airplane every 20 min.
The data reported here were taken on eight
flights between December 1976 and May 1977.
Each flight yielded about 3.5 h of data taken at
altitude; Fig. 2 shows the total sky coverage. A
typical flight plan consisted of six pairs of "legs"
flown in opposite directions along the ground. In
addition to the data legs, when possible the flights
included a "moon leg" in which one antenna point-
ed directly at the moon for a few minutes; this
allowed us to determine our absolute calibration
at altitude to about 5%.
Before the data were analyzed for astrophysical
content, the signals recorded during aircraft
banks, equipment rotation, moon -looking legs,
and other "contami ,.Wed" data were eliminated.
The "contaminated" data consisted of a total of
of 6 min when the roll monitor indicated a bank
angle of more than V or when the rms fluctuations
in the 33-GHz signal were abnormally high. The
remaining 21 h of observations were fitted by a
90
sow
d
	
30 C==	 o0— oc^Q^ ^
-30
Gohctic plane
-60
20	 1	 12	 8	 4	 0
Right ascension (hr)
FIG. 2. Sky coverage for the eight flights is indicat-
ed by the shaded regions. Each oval region consists of
several "legs" from the same flight. The width of
each region was determined from the antenna pattern
(7 ° M7,M), and the length was set by the motion of the
U-2 and the rotation of the earth.
least-squares method to a sum of spherical har-
monics. Only the first spherical harmonic is nec-
essary to obtain a good fit (X = = 91 for 80 data
points). Thus the temperature in the direction 6
is given by
T(6)=Te +T, cos(Il, n).	 (1)
Here To is the average blackbody temperature
(not measured in this experiment), T, and R are
the parameters of the fit, and (6, n) is the angle
made by the unit vectors 9 and n. The best fit is
obtained for T, = 3.2:0.6 m°K and n =(10.830.5 h
right ascension (R.A.), 5 t 10° declination (dec)].
In galactic coordinates n = (54°310 ° lat., 2450
* 15 0 long.).
Inclusion of second-order spherical harmonics
in the fit changes the values of T, and n by much
less than 1 standard deviation. An additional fit
was made in which background contributions from
the galaxy, the atmosphere, the motion of the
earth around the sun, the antenna side lobes, and
residuals in the apparatus were calculated and
subtracted for each leg prior to the least-squares
minimization. These corrections individually and
cumulatively were less than 0.5 m°K per leg and
were small compared to the signal. We will dis-
cuss these corrections in more detail in a subse-
quent paper. The resulting best-fit values were
T, =3.510 . 6 m°K and n - (11.010 .5 h R.A., 60:10°
dec).
The data, with and without corrections, are
plotted in Fig. 3, along with the best -fit curve to
the uncorrected data. The residuals are small;
to a 70% confidence level they are % 10" °K,
Thus, except for a component that varies as
cos(8, d), the cosmic blackbody radiation is iso-
tropic to 1 part in 3000.
The cosine anisotropy is most readily interpret-
ed as being due to the motion of the earth relative
to the rest frame of the cosmic blackbody radia-
tion—what Peebles calls the "new aether drift."
Using 2.7 0K for Te and the fit to the corrected da-
ta, we calculate that the earth is moving at a ve-
locity of v = (T,/T,)c a 390 t 60 km /sec in the direc-
tion :i towards the constellation Leo. This result
differs from the preliminary result reported by
Corey and Wilkinson by less than twice their re-
ported errors . 6 In addition it differs substantial-
ly from the values of the peculiar velocity for the
motion of the sun measured with respect to near-
by galaxies by Rubin ct al' and by Visvanathan
and Sandage. 6
 If we subtract from our measured
velocity the component due to the rotation of the
Milky Way galarr, 9 a 300 km/sec, we calculate
v^
0
b
.s
0
899
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4 Milky Way galaxy is unexpected, and presents a
3 challenge to cosmological theory.T The limits on the second- and higher-order
2 1 spherical harmonics place new constraints on
is 1
1 several phenomena of cosmological importance.
I Collins and Hawking have shown 	 that vorticity,
o^------- - equivalent to a net rotation of the universe, can
1
contribute a second-order spherical harmonic
-^ due to the transverse Doppler shift. The limit
C which one can place on this rotation depends
.2- strongly on the model of the universe that is as-
.s sued. Using a semiclassical model, and as-m
l suming the blackbody radiation has not scattered
.4
W	 90 io	 Leo^^so since it was emitted at a redshift z, the rotation
Angie balween(A- a)or►d n	 of the universe contributes a second-order har-
.-s
FIG. 3. Comparisogof the data with the fit to Eq. (1).
The temperature difference oT -T(ei) —T42) is plotted
versus the angel between the vectors (6 t - 82) and n"
-10.8 h R.A., 5 0 doe, the direction of maximum temper-
ature. Data from legs at nearly equal angles were com-
bined, each datum point plotted represents — 2 h of
data. The large dots represent the uncorrected dates
the horizontal bars show the data with expected system-
atic effects subtracted out. The errors shown are sta-
tistical only.
the. net motion of the Milky Way with respect to
the canonical reference frame of cosmology to be
- 600 km/sec in the direction (10.4 h R.A., -18-
dec). These various velocities are summarized
in Table I. The large peculiar velocity of the
monic of amplitude":
m 9 (1 +;r	 2T= = T8H2' (1—s'   + 2q z
where w is the present value for the angular ve-
locity of the universe. If we take Ho t = 2 x 1010
yr for the present value of Hubble's constant, q0
=0.03 for the deceleration parameter, Te-2.7-K
for the present temperature of the radiation, z
=1500, and Ta c 10" 2 -K, we calculate that the ro-
tation of the universe is presently less than 10'9
sec of arc per century.
Our limit on the second-order spherical har-
monic also puts a constraint on the existence of
large-wavelength gravitation radiation. Using the
calculation of Burke, ls we conclude that the mass
TABLE L Peculiar velocities Nm/see).
Galactic
V	 R.A.	 (long.)	 (lat.)
Reference
	
(km/sec)	 (h)	 doe	 !	 b
Motion of sun relative to cosmic blackbody radiation
3 270 t 70	 13 i 2	 — 25't 20'	 3060 380
This work	 390t 60	 11 t 0.6	 6** IV	 248' 560
10 $ 350
Motion of sun relative to nearby galaxies
11 299* 45	 7.3	 510	 1676 1130 250 1 60
7 600 t 125	 2 t 1	 530 t 110 	1350 —80
8 300 t 25	 21.2	 480	 90• 00
9 308	 23.1	 510	 1050 t 4' — 7' t 5'
12 346 t 76	 18	 450	 720 28'
Motion of sun in orbit around Milky Way galaxy
(rotation of galaxy)
8 300 t 50	 21.2	 486	 900 0'
Motion of Milky Way galaxy relative to cosmic blackbody
(this work and rotation of galaxy)
603	 10.4	 — 180
	2610 330
900
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density of such radiation in the universe is 9p,,
where p, is the critical mass density necessary
to close the universe.
In summary, we have observed anisotropy that
varies as cos((, n). Excluding this component,
the cosmic blackbody radiation is isotropic to 1
part in 3000. The cosine comment is most read-
;:y interpreted as due to the motion of the earth
with respect to the radiation with a velocity of
390:60 km/sec (the "new aether drift"), but we
cannot eliminate the possibility that some of the
anisotropy is due to an intrinsic variation of the
cosmic blackbody radiation itself.
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Radiometer system to map the cosmic background radiation
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We have developed a 33-GHz airbom radiometer system to map large angular scale
variation in the temperature of the 3 K cosmic background radiation. A farite circulate
switches It room-temperature mixer between two antennas pointing 60' apart in the sky. to
40 min of observing, the radiometer can measure the anisotropy of the microwave background
with an accuracy of * 1 mK rms, or about I pan in 3000 of 3 K. The apparatus is flown in a
U-2 jet to 20 km altitude where 33-GHz thermal microwave emission from the atmosphere is
at a low level. A second radiometer, tuned to 54 GHz near oxygen emission iota, monitors
spurious sip sh from residual atmospheric radiation. The antennas, which have an extremely
low side-lobe response of less than -65 dB past 60', reject annotropic radiation from the
earth's surface. Periodic interchange of the antenna positions and reversal of the aircraft's
Right direction canal equipment-based imbalances The system has been operated successfully
in U-2 aircraft flown from NASA -Ames at Moffett field, CA.
INTRODUCTION
We have developed and tested an airborne radiometer to
detect and map anisotropy of the 3-K cosmic blackbody
radiation on a large angular scale. This radiometer repre-
sents a state -of-the -art improvement of the basic twin-
antenna Dicke radiometer used by several grouFs 1 -4 to
set previous limits on the anisotropy.
Anisotropy in the background radiation of a few
millikelvins (mK) should result from the motion of the
solar system .with respect to the 3-K cosmic blackbody
radiation .3 In addition, the motion of the earth around
the sun produces an annually varying anisotropy of 0.3
mK. Anisotropies would also be expected from asym-
metric expansion of the universe, large scale irregu-
larities in the distribution of matter or energy, or various
other dynamical effects important in the evolution of the
universe.
Our radiometric system is designed to detect aniso-
tropic radiation in the cosmic background with a sensi-
tivit) of a few tenths of a millikelvin. The design in-
corporates several new features that reveal or cancel
systematic effects. In this section we shall briefly
describe the system operation. In the balance of the
paper we expand on this description, detail the design
criteria. and document the system ' s performance.
Two antennas - that point 2T from the zenith and
oppositely in azimuth collect the 33 -GHz radiation (see
Figs. 1-3). Thus the sky provides both the source and
the reference for differential detection of anisotropy.
The 33-GHz frequency is in a "window" where the sum
of atmospheric and galactic microwave backgrounds is
minimal. The antennas are dual-mode corrugated horns
that reject side - lobe illumination from the direction of
the earth by more than -65 dB and thereby reduce sig-
nals due to anisotropic terrestrial radiation below the 0.2
mK level.
A switching ferrite circulator. alternating between the
antennas at 1 0 Hz. directs the radiation to a room-
temperature mixer. Rapid switching between antennas
reduces Ilf noise from the receiver. Two 1000-MHz
bandwidth i.f. gain stages amplify the signal, and a
lock-in amplifier analyzes the detected output for a
component synchronous with the switching. Thus the
radiometer detects only the difference in sky tempera-
ture, not its absolute intensity. The 33-GHz receiver ems
sensitivity is 44 mKlHz"2 . -
The equipment is carried on board a U-2 jet to 20 km
altitude where atmospheric microwave emission is
greatly reduced. Pointing the antennas at the same zenith
angle cancels most of the remaining thermal emission
from the residual atmosphere. Slight departures from
level flight are the primary cause of the remaining im-
balance in atmospheric radiation received by the
antennas. A second radiometer, functionally identical to
the primary 33-GHz radiometer measures these im-
Ovw Need u•Y
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r-tc. 1. Schematic layout of the radiometer apparatus in the V--
equipment her. The main electronics and mechanical components
of the system arc illustrated. The antennas are shown in the data
taking position. with the direction of flight perpendicular to the
plane of the drawing. Interchange of the antennas is accomplished b.,
a periodic nonce per rid -I rotation of the equ+pmert INO' about the
vertical ccnter•linc.
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and S4-GHz radiometer in the modified up;xr hatch of a U -2 
jet, The rf shields and protective air cover have been renwved to
Fta, :. The + 3-
expose the horn Land 5 anten
nas of the radi^ter systems. the monitorins and dcnWuiatinj electronics packaps. and the outer bearing clamp and
chain drive ofthe rotation system•	 '
balances. This "roll monitor" is tuned to S4 GHt, in a	
antennas cancels insertion loss differences between
region near strong oxygen emission lines. 	
the radiometer arms. The system is mounted in a bearing
Two switching techniques cancel and detect equip- 	
that rotates the radiometers ISW every 64 s. Periodic
ment-based imbalacces. Periodic interchange of the 	
reversal of the aircraft flight path (about once per 20 min)
Fir,. 3, The forward section of -! j t 
-ith 4 3 d frHumathenU "t F nC t bs with the equ pm nt ^in
►trlled.e for chc^kuut 3nddtesting. The
aunt aft of the pilot s campy.
top surfaces of the auscoups are 7. from the 33 -GHi antenna berm a%i%.
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detects asymmetries in the equipment correlated with
rotation state.
The system incorporates thermal controls that regu-
late and monitor the temperatures of crucial com-
ponents. All anisotropy, roll, and housekeeping data
are recorded in flight on a magnetic tape cassette for
later processing. The data cblkction is fully automated.
Except for turning the equipment on, and initiating the
rotation sequence at altitude. the pilot 's primary re-
sponsibility is to orient the airplane according to the
Right plan.
1. CHOICE OF FREQUENCY AND OA8ERVING
PLATFORM
In choosing a receiver frequency one must consider
astrophysical backgrounds, emission from the atmos-
phere. and receiver sensitivity. Synchrotron radiation
from the Milky-Way Galaxy places a fundamental limit
on the sensitivity of any experiment which measures the
anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation. At about
1 GHz the intensities of galactic synchrotron emission
and the cosmic background are comparable. For-
tunately, compared to the cosmic background. galactic
synchrotron radiation falls off rapidly with frequency.
The antenna temperature • of typical galactic synchro-
tron emission is plotted as a function of frequency in
Fig. 4. This plot shows that by 20 GHz the magnitude of
the extrapolated galactic background falls below I mK.
The thermal spectra of ionized hydrog .n (11 u) regions
and dust clouds, which are mainly localized near the
galactic plane, are also shown.
Also plotted in Fig. 4 is our estimate of state-of-the-
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Mo. !. An estimate of the zenith temperature due to atmospheric
emission as a function of frequency and altitude. computed from the
formulae of Meeks and Liiley • r We used these calculations in conjunc-
tion % ith other considerations described in the text to choose the 113.
GHz observation frequency. Atmospheric emission at 31 GKz gives
sufficient signal strength to monitor rolls at the G altitude. but
is sufficienily unsaturated on the ground to permit verification of the
pre,ticted emission.
art room -temperature receiver sensitivity ;:s a func. i . a
of frequency for I It of integration. The need to detect
arisotropies on limited time zcales constrains the choice
of receiver frequency to frequencies where the ex-
pected anisotropy is on the order of a millikelvia or
more.
Thermal microwave emission from the earth s atmos-
phere is an important background. Figure S is a plot of
the expected zenith tel : iperature due to atmospheric
emission as a functior of frequency and altitude. The
oxygen spectrums ;alculated using a standard model of
the earth ' s atmosphere together with formulae that de-
scribe the microwave spectrum of O, as a function of
temperature and pressure.' This plot shows that there
are preferred windows—below 20GHz1 around 35 GHz,
and around 90 Ghz—;n which atmospheric effects are
greatly reduced relative to the peaks. The choice of the
33-GHz receiver frequency was based on the above con-
siderations. This is a frequency where the effect., of
galactic background and atmospheric emission are mini-
mized, and aherr receiver performance and signal
strength arc adequate.
A high -altitude platform is required for this measure-
ment becausc fluctuaiions of precipitable water vapor
do not allo %  a sensitive experiment to he done on the
ground. Ewen at moutctain-top altitude fluctuations of
20 mK are common.' The experiment must he conducted
at altitude-. above 14 km. %here all %ignificant water
vapor has been frozen out.' Point ing the antennas at
nearl y
 the saute zenith angle can cancel the residual
thermal radiation from the uxN,I;cn above this altitude.
There are sc% eral vehicles which could he used for
altitudes of li km and above: satel:ites. balloons.
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FIG. 6. Components of the 33- and 54-GHz radiometers. The indi-
vidual components making up the receiver section are shown in Fig. 8.
and aircraft. Although a satellite experiment is poten-
tially the most sensitive, having no atmospheric back-
ground and long integration times, it is also the most
expensive. Such an experiment (the Cosmic Background
Explorer) is now being planned, but it will not be flown
for several years. The results from an airplane experi-
ment will aid in the design and planning of the satellite
experiment. Other anisotropy experiments sensitive to
the millikelvin range are currently being flown ,4110 and
use balloons to reach the necessary altitudes. The U-2 is
a particularly good vehicle for this experiment because
of its high-altitude (20 km), excellent roll stability, and
quiet electrical and mechanical environment. The U-2
has the advantage ovet ' galloons of being piloted and
less at the mercy of v :, %ther. Re,-overy of the instru-
ment after a flight is straighforwarr.
11. RADIOMETER
Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of the 33- and
54-GHz radiometers. Rapid switching between a source
and a reference load is a standard technique used to
reduce the effect of receiver gain fluctuations (1/f noise)
in a microwave radiometer. We use a dual antenna con-
figuration where the sky is both the source and the ref-
erence. Thus difficulties in monitoring the temperature
of a reference load within a few tenths of a millikelvin
are eliminated. Radiation from the atmosphere is can-
celed by pointing the antennas at the same zenith angle
The primary components of the radiometers are :he
antennas, the ferrite ("Dicke") switch, the receiver, and
the downstream electronics. A discussion of each of
these components for the 33-GHz radiometer follows.
A. Antennas
The anisotropy in the blackbody radiation is minute
compared to anisotropies in the radiation from the earth
and aircraft. Thus a first requirement of the antenna
system is that its side-lobe response reduce the dif-
ferential emission from the earth and aircraft below the
design sensitivity, about 0.2 mK. Thus the integrated
300-K signal from the earth must be reduced by a factor
of about 10-6 compared to the main beam. Secondly;
this performance must be achieved with a compact de-
sign. Mechanical and aerodynamic considerations make
installation of antennas with large apertures or ground
shields impractical in the U-2. Thirdly a beam width of
more than 1 0 is needed. A small beamwidth would
make the measurement susceptible to spurious signals
from pointlike astrophysical sources of radiation.
Finally to eliminate potential systematic errors, the
insertion loss of the antennas must be small, or com-
parable to losses of other components upstream of the
receiver.
These criteria were met by corrugated horn antennas
based on the work of Simmons and Kay . 11 A matched
pair of antennas with a beam width of 7° FWHM
were built by TRG Division of Alpha Industries
for this experiment. Each antenna is an aluminum cone
with concentric grooves machined down: the full length
of the inside surface. The grooves force the electric field
at the edges to zero, effectively apodizing the aperture.
This effect is enhanced by the excitation of two modes
in the antenna throat phased to cancel at the mouth of
the antenna. At the throat end of the antenna a transi-
tion is made from circular to rectangular waveguide.
A sensitive measurement of the antenna beam patterns
was made at the JPL—NASA test range of the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA. Figure 7 shows the
results of the experimental measurement along with the
theoretical predictions of antenna patterns. 12 These re-
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Fu.;. 7. The E and H plane one-way power pattern of the 33-GHz
corrucated hom antennas used in this experimcnt. as measured at
the 10L test range. Loss side-lobes are necessary to reduce aniso-
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suits imply that the earth should contribute a total
antenna temperature of no more than 2 mK, and the
airplane no more than 2 . 1 mK into either antenna during
level flight. Radiation from terrestrial surface features
with different emissivity illuminating the side-lobes
should result in differential reception between the two
antennas of no more than .0.2 mK.
The aircraft made 20f
 banks over the California coast
to check the calculations. During the banks, terrestrial
radiation illuminated the side -lobes of the lowered an-
tenna to within 400
 of the central beam axis. Systematic
differences of <4 mK out of the 22-mK bank signal were
observed as the lowered antenna swept over terrain of
varying emissivity. This limit is in agreement with the
predicted value calculated from convolving the antenna
beam pattern with the varying thermal emission from the
earth at 33 GHz.
B.Ferrite switch
A latching ferrite circulator switches the input of the
receiver between the two antennas at 100 Hz. The switch
was manufactured by Electromagnetic Sciences Cor-
poration of Atlanta, GA. The input ports are canted at
=30=
 so the antennas connect directly to the switch
without any intervening waveguide. Small adjustable
attenuation stubs in each port reduce the insertion
loss imbalances between switch states to less than
50 mK.
The switching is accomplished by reversing the mag-
netic field of a ferrite embedded in the circulator. If an
interaction between the earth 's magnetic field and the
switch has a significant orientation dependence, then a
signal synchronous with the antenna rotation may result:
thus the earth 's field is a potential background. To avoid
this background we had the manufacturer shield the
switch with 14 -metal and we enclosed the switch in addi-
tional magnetic shielding. We tested the shielding by
immersing the entire hatch in a periodically reversing
10-G field. Based on these tests, we conclude that
an interaction of the earth ' s field with the switch results
in a spurious signal of less than 0.1 mK.
C. Receiver
A primary limitation in the measurement of differen-
tial signals of a few tenths of a millikelvin is the noise
added to the siunal by the receiver. The sensitivity of
a radiometric system is defined as the root-mean-square
(rms) noise fluctuation in the power output of the re-
ceiver (referenced to the input port) and is given by the
formula"
( TR 
-.L- T.1)
A Trms = K.V Bc
T;t
 is the receiver noise temperature in kelvins, T., is the
antenna temperature for this m_asurement.'d is the i.f.
handwidth. - is the integration time. and A is a constant
d.-pendin g
 on radiometer design I1 for a total power
radiometer. 2.2 for this configuration).
100 hZ
Miaft /
	 L-^ 
•
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Ftc. 8. The component layout for the 33- and 54-GHz receivers. in
this standard superheterodyne receivers nonlinear element, excited by
a local oscillator, down-converts the signal to an intermediate fre-
quency for further amplification. These receivers feature low-noise and
wide-bandwidth operation at room temperature.
Our design goal was a system that would have an rms
sensitivity of less than 1 mK in 1 It of integration time,
and would operate at room temperature, while being
rugged enough to perform satisfactorily in an aircraft
environment. t; These goals were met by a receiver
based on a balanced mixer built by SpaceKom in Santa
Barbara. CA. The combination of a balanced mixer and
U. preamplifier yielded an rms sensitivity of 35 mK in 1 s
of integration or 0.8 mK in th h. The device has a 26-dB
rf to Lf. power gain with an Lf. bandwidth B of 1000
MHz, and a double -sideband noise temperature of 500
K. Figure 8 illustrates the components of this receiver.
Including 0 .7-dB insertion loss from the upstream
switch, isolator, and antennas, the system noise per-
formance 0 Tn„f at altitude is 44 mK for 1 s of integration
time, (TR = 630 K) in agreement with measurements
made in the laboratory.
D.Downstream electronics
The 33- and 54-GHz radiometers use similar de-
modulation, integration, and recording electronics. A
narrow-band amplifier tuned to 100 Hz filters the de-
tected output of the radiometer. A lock-in amplifier de-
modulates the sine -wave component in phase with the
100-Hz switching between the antennas. The resulting
difference signal is integrated for 2 s in an "ideal"
integrator, then sampled. di gitized. and recorded on
magnetic tape for processing after the flight.
As a diagnostic of equipment performance the phase of
the square wave t hat demodulates the 100-Hz com-
ponent is switched by 180° every 12 s. The difference
of the signals between the phase states provides a
monitor of the radiometer imbalance which is observed
to be about 50 mK for the 33-GHz radiometer. The
average of the two signals is used to verify that the
do level of the system after demodulation is constant.
111. MONITOR FOR ATMOSPHERIC ANISOTROPY
Atmospheric microwave emission at 33 GHz can yield
a spurious signal if the U-2 aircraft files at a bank. A
second twin antenna radiometer, of the standard Dicke
uesign, operating at 54 GHz monitors this potential
source of background. Its antenna beam widths are
matched to those of the 3-GHz antennas. Fieures 1
and 2 show the position of the radiometer in the airplane
hatch. The 54-GHz radiometer has a double-sideband
noise temperature of 1000 K. and 500-MHz i.f. band-
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FIG. 9. The measured atmospheric signal at 33- and 54-GHz as a
function of aircraft bank angle. Data taken during banks of the aircraft
show the magnitude of the atmospheric signals to be in reasonable
agreement with predictions based on the work of Meeks and Lilley.'
Both sets of data can be empirically fit to a secant 8 law with
zenith temperatures of (38 = 2) mK at 33 GHz and (16 . 1 s 0.2) K at 54
GHz. The 33-GHz data are expected to include a contribution to
the bank signal from differential earthshine in the back antenna lobes as
indicated.
width, yielding an rms sensitivity of 100 mK for 1 s of
integration time. The choice of 54 GHz satisfies the
requirements that the oxygen signal due to aircraft
rolls be strong and easily monitored at the 20-km
altitude, yet not be saturated on the ground, facilitating
check out.
In several flights the U-2 performed a series of banks
from 5' to 25' during which the 33- and 54-GHz radiom-
eters measured the differential atmospheric emission. The
results of these runs are shown in Fig. 9 along with
the predictions based on our calculations of atmos-
pheric zenith temperature (Fig. 5). Due to the small
optical depth, atmospheric emission at this altitude
varies approximately as the secant of the zenith angle.
A 0.25' bank results in a differential signal of 0.2 ± 0.03
mK at 33 GHz and 95 t 5 mK at 54 GHz, a ratio of 1
to 420. Thus in I s of integration the 54-GHz radiometer
can measure the atmospheric contribution to the 33-GHz
signal to =0.2 mK rms.
In level flight the 54-GHz roll monitor indicates that
the U-2 autopilot, a Lear 201 automatic flight control
system, maintains the aircraft at constant average bank
an gles of less than 0.25' for periods up to an hour. For
departures from level flight of a few de grees or less, the
average roll monitor signal is proportional to the average
atmospheric signal at 33 GHz. Since a 0.25' roll yields
a si gnal of only 0.2 mK at 33 GHz, the subsequent cor-
rections to the anisotropy data during post-flight analy-
sis are small. As with the 33-GHz signal. the 54-GHz
Si gnal is integrated and recorded every 2 s. On this time
scale the rms fluctuations about the mean bank in level
flight are less than C in roll angle. The output of the roll
monitor is d ;splayed to the pilot, but the average bank is
so small that there has been no -need to make corrections
to the attitude of the aircraft in flight.
IV. U-2 AIRCRAFT AND ENVIRONMENT
The NASA — Ames Earth Su-vey Aircraft ( U-2) is a
single-seat aircraft designed as a high-altitude (20 km),
long-range (2500 km), reconnaissance jet by Clarence
"Kelly" Johnson of Lockheed Aircraft Company of
California. In appearance the U-2 is like a glider with a
single powerful jet engine. Our apparatus fits in a modi-
fied upper hatch replacing the btandard access hatch
above the equipment bay. It is located just aft of the
cockpit and toward of the wings, Fig. 3. The two radi-
ometers and most of the accompanying electronics are
sealed off from below by a pressure can which maintains
the equipment bay atmosphere at 0.28 kg cm-2.
Twenty-eight volts do supplied by the aircraft powers
the equipment. The voltage is filtered against rf inter-
ference and regulated at 24 V. All data are recorded on
board; no telemetry is used. The pilot flies the aircraft
on a predetermined path. Normally there is no communi-
cation to the ground during data taking.
The equipment is operated in a carefully regulated
thermal environment. Due to the finite emissivity of
the horn antennas, a 0.05 aC physical temperature dif-
ference between the 33-GHz antennas would produce a
I mK signal. However there is considerable variation in
the loss per unit length along the horn. In flared smooth-
walled antennas each transverse section radiates power
approximately in inverse proportion to its diameter. But
in the dual -mode corrugated design. the greatly reduced
fields at the surface of the antenna mouth result in cor-
respondingly lower loss per unit length. In the 33-GHz
antennas the power per unit length contributed by the
mouths is only '/soo that of the throats.
A 20-kg aluminum block thermally shorts the throats
together, and an aluminum bar shorts the midpoints of
the antennas together. The temperature of the block,
containing the antenna throats and the ferrite switch. is
regulated at 26'C by embedded resistive heaters. The
antenna mouths cool in the air-stream where the y reach
—35'C during the flight.
Silicon diodes used as temperature sensors monitor
the absolute and differential temperatures of the antenna
mouths and midpoints. Measurements made during the
flight show the differential temperatures to be less than
0.05'C. Additional heaters maintain the 54-GHz ferrite
switch at 35'C and regulate the digitizing and sequenc-
ing electronics at 25'C. Total heat dissipation through
the antennas is about 70 W from the electronics and 50 W
from the heaters. The equipment cools for 20 min after
the rotation sequence is initiated at altitude, alto% ing
the system to reach thermal stability. The aluminum
block gradually cools an additional 1.6'C during the
remainder of the flight.
Teflon windows protect the mouths of the 54-GHz
antennas. The windows are 1.9 mm thick, or 1 2 wave-
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length at 54 GHz. thereby minimizing reflections of an
incoming signal. The emissivity of the windows is less
than 1%. A physical temperature difference between the
windows of a few kelvins results in a thermal signal of
a few hundredths of a kelvin. This is negligible compared
to the 85-mK signal generated at 54 GHz by the minimal
roll to be detected, 0.2°. In contrast, at 33 GHz, windows
with sufficient mechanical strength to withstand aero-
dynamic stress cannot be used. Differences in physical
temperature of a few kelvins would produce spurious
signals large compared to a few tenths of a millikelvin
to be detected with this radiometer.
The entire assemblage is mounted on three vibration
dampers that reduce potential microphonics due to air-
craft vibration. The electronic components are packaged
in modules that are shielded against radio-frequency
interference and a double-shielded container encloses
the entire assembly except for the actual antenna
mouths.
A. Rotation system
As with previous anisotropy experiments, it is es-
sential that the position of the antennas be periodically
interchanged to cancel anisotropy inherent in the in-
strument. The main portion of the equipment is sus-
pended on a 56-cm-diam bearing mounted in the U-2
hatch. A motor drives the bearing through a worm gear,
a clutch, and a stainless steel chain. This system
rotates the instrument 180° every 64 s to the alternate
observing position.
A rotation takes 5 to 6 s during which the instrument
is accelerated through a 90° turn and then deaccelerated
until it coasts to rest against a positioning stop. The motor
is shut off with a sensing microswitch. The design of
the system insures proper alignment of the antennas
in the observing positions to within 0.1°. A ten-turn
potentiometer and four microswitches measure the rota-
tion angle to within 0.5 0 . Their outputs are recorded,
and the analog rotation angle signal is displayed on
the pilot's instrument panel.
During ascent and descent the equipment is rotated
90° away from the observing positions to protect the
33-GHz antennas from the external environment. In this
'stored' position, the 33-GHz antennas are positioned
inside the hatch, and plugs, lined by brushes, seal the
open pons.
S. Aircraft reversals
A spurious anisotropy signal would appear if the out-
put depended on rotation state or if the apparatus were
not located symmetrically in the U-2 aircraft. We detect
and cancel any such signal by taking data in pairs of
"legs" flown in opposite directions with respect to the
ground and sky. During each leg the pilot flies the aircraft
straight and level for 20 min. Six pairs of legs are flown
in a typical flight. The final three p irs are usually flown
in directions perpendicular to the first three.
TABLE 1. Data recorded: The 28 analog and 4 dinital words sampled
in an 8-s data cycle. The 33- and 34.0141 integrated signals are sampled
and recorded once every 2 s during each cycle. The other signals.
primarily monitors of equipment performance and environmental
conditions, are sampled less frequently.
Number of
times sampled
Analog in 8 s
i. 33-GHz radiometer signal 4
2. 33-GHz noise monitor 2
3. Atmospheric (54-GHz) monitor signal 4
4. Atmospheric noise monitor 2
5. Heater circuit current 2
6. Antenna orientation 2
7. Absolute temperature, antenna mouth 1
8. Differential temperature between antenna
mouths 1
9. Absolute temperature at middle of antenna 1
10. Differential temperature across middle of
antennas 1
it. Temperature of 35-GHz ferrite switch 1
12. Five temperatures of 33- and 54-GHz
radiometers 5 x 1
13. Accelerometer output 1
14. Power supply voltage I
Digital
Universal time
Antenna position, status bits
32 words
V. DATA RECORDING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The experiment is run in an automated mode. Con-
trolling electronics, activated by the pilot at take-off,
provide the necessary timing and sequencing signals• to
the equipment. A Datel LPS-16 data logger, a light-
weight low-power incremental tape recorder, digitizes
and records four words of data per second on a mag-
netic tape cassette. Table I lists the quantities meas-
ured and recorded in an 8-s data cycle.
During post-flight analysis we use computer pro-
grams to display, edit, and average the measurements.
The bulk of the editing consists of deleting data taken
during banks and antenna rotations. The scatter of the
edited data is generally consistent with a gaussian
distribution, as expected for signals from a noise-limited
radiometer. On two occasions during data-taking flights
transients occurred that were inconsistent with statisti-
cal fluctuations about the mean. These points were re-
moved, resulting in a loss of 20 s of data. Data taken
during course corrections made by the pilot are deleted
if the 54-GHz roll monitor indicates a bank of more than
1°. The cuts due to rolls and transients amount to less
than 6 min out of 32 h of data taken over nine flights.
The remaining data are grouped by "legs" and
averaged. The anisotropy is found in each leg by sub-
tracting the averages of data taken in one antenna orien-
tation from G., . average ot'data taken in the other orienta-
tion. Correcticns are applied to these avera ges for astro-
physical, local. and equipment-based back grounds. Table
11 lists these corrections, and tabulates the 90 percentile
limits on thti magnitudes of the corrections that are ap-
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TABLE It. Residual systematic effects: The 90 percentile limits on
the magnitude of the corrections applied to data averaged over a leg.
%lost s ystematic corrections applied to the data are small compared
to the integrated sensitivity of a Illight, about 0.5 mK.
9017r of the corrections in each
category result in change of
Elfect	 less than: (mK)
Galactic backgrounds
Synchrotron radiation 0.32
Ionized hydrogen IN a regions) 0.01
Radio sources 0.06
Dust 0.01
Atmospheric anisotropy (Banks) 0.15
Antenna side-lobes 0.20
Antenna temperature difference 0.27
Motion of Earth around Sun 0.23
Jupiter 0.01
Combined 0.56
plied to each leg. The 90 percentile limits for the
combined corrections applied to each leg is 0.56 mK.
VI. RESULTS OF ENGINEERING AND DATA
FLIGHTS
Three engineering flights were used to study the
thermal environment of the equipment in the U-2 by
monitoring the external temperatures and the heat flow
through the antennas. During these flights the effect on
the equipment of radio transmissions from the plane and
engine restart were checked and found not to cause sig-
nificant interference.
The statistical and systematic properties of the 33-
GHz signals in nine subsequent data flights were studied
by a variety of methods. The data were auto-correlated,
and signal-averaged at the rotation period. Irr the initial
three data flights correlations were seen with time
periods of 40 to 120 s, and amplitudes that varied from
10 to 45 mK. After these flights were made a number of
changes and improvements including the following: A
parametric amplifier ti was replaced with the SpaceKom
mixer. and regulation of the temperatures of the alu-
minum block and the controlling electronics was im-
proved. In the final six data flights no correlations were
observed. nor anomalous effects in the signal-averaged
plots. down to sensitivities limited by statistics. Figure
10 shows a segment of data taken with the 33- and 54-
GHz radiometers from the fifth data flight.
A spurious signal of about 2 mK, of yet unexplained
orig in, is associated with the rotation state of the system.
Reversing the heading of the aircraft measures this ef-
fect, and shows it is constant during a flight. This offset
is subtracted from the data for later analysis. It may be
inherent in the system, or due to an asymmetry in the
way the equipment is mounted in the plane. This prob-
lem is bein g
 investigated.
Microwave absorbers maintained at room tempera-
ture and at liquid nitrogen tem perature are used in the
laboratory as the primary calibrators of the 33- and 54-
GHz radiometers. The e q uipment was also calibrated
during pre- and post-flight checkout with a secondary
calibrator. In several flights the moon provided a check
of the calibration. The U-2 flew the equipment over a pre.
determined location at the proper time and heading
so that one of the antennas pointed at the moon to
within 0.5°. The observed signals of (675 ± 25) mK imply
a surface temperature of (228 t 12) K consistent with
measurements made on the ground by us and others's
at similar wavelengths.
During th• flights the anticipated thermal, terrestrial,
and atmospheric backgrounds were at the expected
level. Data were accumulated for directions distributed
over the northern hemisphere. Anisotropy in the cosmic
background radiation has been detected in these data
with an overall sensitivity of ±0.6 mK. Details are
published elsewhere.18
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The Cosmic Background Radiation
and the New Aether Drift
Sensitive instruments have found slight departures from uniformity
in the radiation left by the primordial "big bang. " The experiment
reveals the earth's motion with respect to the universe as a whole
by Richard A. Muller
A
urious radiation that bathes the
earth almost uniformly from ev-
ery direction has turned out to he
a unique source of information about
the nature and history of the universe.
The faint radiation was identified 13
years ago during a search for noise
sources capable of interfering with sat-
ellite communications systems. The
..noise" proved to be of cosmic origin
and soon became known as the three-
degree cosmic black-body radiation be-
cause it has the spectral characteristics
of a black body. or perfect emitter of
radiation. whose temperature is about
three degrees Kelvin (three degrees Cel-
sius above- absolute zero). Most astro-
physicists now believe this microwave
radiation was emitted shortly after the
"big bang." the cataclysmic explosion in
which the universe was created some 15
.^i
billion years ago. Not only is it the most
ancient signal ever detected. it is also the
most distant. coming from well beyond
the quasars, the most remote luminous
sources known. The three -degree radia-
tion is a background in front of which
all astrophysical objects lie.
The observation of the cosmic back-
ground radiation is the closest we have
come to a direct study of the primordial
explosion itself. The very existence of
the radiation is the strongest evidence in
favor of the big-bang theory. The isot-
ropy of the radiation, that is. the uni-
formity of the radiation from different
directions in space. tells us that the big
bang, although it was unimaginably vio-
lent, also went quite smoothly. The
slight departure from isotropy that has
recentiv been discovered indicates that
our galaxy is hurtling through the uni-
,3, 	 _c.:,.,
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verse with the surprisingly high velocity
of 600 kilometers per second. It is this
cosmological velocity that has been
called "the new aether drift." in refer-
ence to the "aether drift" that A. A. Mi-
chelson and E. W. Morley sought unsuc-
cessfully to discover nearly a century
ago by measuring the velocity of light
over paths rotated at different angles
with respect to the earth 's motion in
space. The three -degree cosmic back.
ground radiation provides an all-perva.
sive radiation "aether" for performing
an analogous experiment.
The cosmic background radiation was
discovered in 1965 by Arno A. Penzias
and Robert W. Wilson of Bell Laborato-
ries: its significance was immediately
recognized by Robert H. Dicke and his
group at Princeton University. Since
then much has been learned about the
spectrum of the radiation. Its intensity
has now been studied at wavelengths
ranging from 30 centimeters down to
half a millimeter. confirming the initial
conjecture that its spectral curve con-
forms to that of a black body at a tem-
perature of three degrees K.
L	 . a*—
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INSTRUMENT PLATFORM in the new aether-drift experiment was a U-2 aircraft operated
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Like the original aether-drift experi-
ment performed nearly v century ago by A. A. Michelson and E. H'. Morley, the new expert-
ment was designed to measure the earth 's motion with respect to a universal frame of refer-
ence. in this case the cosmic background radiation. That radiation. which is equisalent to the
radiation emitted by a black body is perfect radiator) with a temperature of about three degrees
Kelsin ( three degrees Celsius above absolute sero), is radiation left over from the fireball in
which universe was created 15 billion years ago. L'-2 has made 10 flights carrying an ultrasen-
sitive microwave receiver designed by the author, George F. Smoot and Marc V. Gorenstetn.
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O
ne of the most important observa-
tions reported by Penzias and Wil-
son was the constancy of the tempera-
ture of the radiation from different di-
rections in space. Their measurements
indicated that the temperature varies by
less than 10 percent in any direction.
Subsequent experiments set even lower
limits on the departure from isotropy.
Two independent groups have recent-
ly carried out measurements sensitive
enough to show. however. that the tem-
perature of the radiation is not precisely
the same in all directions. One set of
experiments was performed at Prince-
ton by David T. Wilkinson and Brian E.
Corer. the other set at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory of the University
of California b} a group that includ-
ed George F. Smoot. Marc V. Goren•
stein and me. It is now known that the
temperature of the three-degree back-
NASA
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ground radiation varies by about a tenth
of a percent across the sky. with the hot-
test region being in the direction of the
constellation Leo and the coolest in the
direction of Aquarius. The temperature
varies smoothly between these two re-
gions. following a simple cosine curve.
This distinctive pattern ("the great co-
sine in the sky") leads us to identify the
velocity of the solar system as the cause
of the anisotropy. In order to explain
how this conclusion has been drawn and
what its significance is it is necessary to
review the big-bang theory. the origin of
the cosmic background radiation andjust what it is that has been learned
from the existence of the anisotropy.
The big bang was not simply an explo-
sion of a clump of matter into an other•
wise vast and empty space. Although
such a picture would account for Hub-
ble's law (the observation that distant
galaxies are receding from us at a veloc-
ity proportional to their distance). it
seems incapable of accounting for the
uniformity with which matter and radia-
tion fill space. The known universe ap-
pears to be so uniformly populated that
astronomers accept the "cosmological
principle": the belief that the universe is
essentially the same everywhere. In ad-
dition. the idea of an exploding clump of
matter sitting somewhere in space offers
no natural way to account for the exis-
tence of the cosmic background radia-
tion. Any radiation emitted at the time
of the explosion would have left the vi-
cinity of the original man even faster
than the matter would have left it. and
the radiation would no longer be around
to be observed.
In the big-bang theory there is no pri-
mordial clump of matter and no center
to the explosion. Space is uniformly oc-
cupied: there is no outer edge to the dis-
tribution of matter. The big bang was
not an explosion of matter within space
but an explosion of space itself. Accord-
ing to Einstein's general theory of rela-
tivity. the "amount" of space between
objects is not fixed. even if the objects
retain their respective coordinate posi-
tions. In the calculations done in the big-
bang theory the galaxies are usually as-
sumed to be at rest as the amount of
space between them increases. Any mo-
tion that leads to a change in a galaxy's
coordinate position in this theory is re-
ferred to as a peculiar velocity. not be-
cause it is strange but because it is pecu-
liar to the individual galaxy and is not
part of an overall cosmic motion.
T
he rate of the expansion of space is
reduced by the presence of matter
and energy. If the average mass density
of the universe is less than a critical val-
ue (about 10 49 gram per cubic centime-
ter). the expansion will go on forever. If
the average mass density is more than
the critical value. the expansion will
slow to a stop and turn into an implo-
sion. The mass density also determines
the large-scale geometry of the universe.
If the mass density is greater than the
critical value. the volume of the uni-
verse is finite: otherwise the volume is
infinite. So far the mass density of the
universe has not been established accu-
rately enough to say for sure whether
the universe is finite or infinite. Fortu-
nately for most of the calculations of the
big-bang theory the issue is not critical.
We shall assume that the average mass
a
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ABSOLUTE NIOTIO OF THE EARTH through space has been
determined by measuring slight differences in the temperature of the
three-degree cosmic background radiation reaching the earth from
various directions. The earth travels in its orbit around the sun at 30
kilometers per second and. as the sun's gravitational captive. is being
swept around the center of the galaxy at 300 kilometers per second.
The new nether-drift experiment shows that the earth's net motion
in space is about 400 kilometers per second. The vector of the earth's
net motion lies in the same plane as its orbit around the sun and at an
angle tilted sbarpl) upward (northward) from the plane of the galax).
In this diagram the vector of the earth's net motion is depicted as n
colored arrow centered on the sun. since the two bodies trawl togeth-
er. Both are being carried along b) the gai;t"'s own "peculiar" mo-
tion through space (tbe motion peculiar to the galas% and not a pan
of the os erall cosmic motion). In order to account for the earth's mo-
tion with respect to the three-degree radiation the galas) must be
trawling at about 600 kilometers per second. or more than 1 t mil-
lion miles per hour. in the direction shown bs the beat) black arrow.
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density is equal to the critical value, away from our own does not mean that
which has the added advantage of im- our galaxy is at the center of the uni-
ph ing that the average curvature of verse: a similar observation would be
space is zero. Therefore we can work made tram every • other galax
with the familiar Euclidean geometry.
The concept that the distance between
two objects can change without the ob.
jects themselves moving seems strange
because it is completely foreign to our
everyday experience. It is hardy Strang.
er. however, than the curyatureof space
Itself. Fairy tales and much science fic-
tion describe events in which space is
flexible. What distinguishes the general
theory of relativity from mere flights
of fancy are specific equations that re-
late the geometry and volume of space
to its previous history and to its mass-
energy content.
Hubble's law fits naturally into the
big-bang theory. The relation follows
from two facts: not only is space uni.
formly occupied by matter but also
space is being created at a uniform rate.
Thus the greater the distance separating
two galaxies. the greater the amount of
space created between them. Hubble's
observation that all galaxies are moving
iy•The uniform expansion of space ap
plies only to distances on an intergalac•
tic scale. It does not hold. for example.
in the vicinity of massive objects such as
the sun, where the geometry of space
can be quite different. It also does not
hold at the distances between the atoms,
in a molecule or the electrons in an
atom. Such distances are determined by
electromagnetic forces rather than grav-
itational ones. Even if the expansion of
space tended to move the constituents of
atoms and molecules apart, their inter-
nal electric fields would draw the con-
stituents back. If this were not the case,
human observers and their meter sticks
would grow at the same rate as the uni-
verse, making the expansion of space
unobservable.
The great initial success of the big-
bang model came when George Ga-
mow. Ralph A. Alpher and Robert Her-
man extrapolated the expansion back to
a period when the universe was more
than 1030 times denser than it is now.
They postulated that the early universe
would be extremely hot and that the
combination of high temperature and
density would initiate thermonuclear re.
actions. converting the plasm of pro.
tons, electrons and neutrons into deuter.
ons and helium nuclei. Within only a
few minutes the expansiom of the pigs.
me would reduce the temperature and
density below the level needed to sustain
further reactions. The conversion would
be incomplete and just sufficient to ac.
count for the present ratio of helium to
hydrogen in the universe.
Another consequence of the Gamow.
Alpher-Herman model. which went vir•
tually unnoticed at the time, was that the
hot plasma would emit and absorb elec.
tromagnetic radiation. just as the hot
plasma at the surface of the sun emits
light. The radiation would be scattered
and rescattered by the free electrons un.
til roughly half a million years after the
big bang. At that time the density and
temperature of the matter would have
dropped to the point where its constitu.
ent ions (mostly protons and electrons)
would unite to form electrically neutral
atoms. This period (which actually last-
ed for several thousand years) is usual-
ly called the "moment of decoupling."
since there is little interaction between
the radiation and matter from that time
on. The previously opaque universe
suddenly becomes clear. allowing the
electromagnetic radiation to travel un-
scattered through space and preserving
an image of the plasma from which-the
photons were last scattered.
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t is this radiation we now observe as
the cosmic background. The radia-
tion reaching us today was last scattered
from a shell of plasma that complete-
ly surrounded our present position in
space. If some of the matter in that
plasma has formed into a galaxy far re-
moved from our own. one can imagine it
supports intelligent beings who are now
observing the radiation that was last
scattered in our region of space 15 bil-
lion years ago.
Originall ► emitted as visible and in-
frared radiation with a peak wavelength
of about .7 micron. the cosmic back-
ground radiation ha y been red-shifted
by a factor of 1.500. so that we now
observe its peak wavelength to be at
about a millimeter. The red shift is due
.01 to the tremendously high velocity of the
expanding shell of radiation. or more
properly the high rate at which space
between us and the shell is increasing.
The radiation itself has not changed its
wavelength. Rather. we are observing it
in a frame of reference that is "moving"
at 99 .9 percent the speed of light with
respect to the matter that emitted it 15
billion years ago.
A remarkable feature of a black-body
spectrum is that when it is viewed in a
frame of reference moving with respect
too 10
WAVELENGTH (CENTIMETERS)
t\TE\S1TT OF COSMIC BACKGROUND RADIATION follows the energy spectrum of
a black body with a temperature of three degrees & The first measurement of the radiation
was made in 1965 by Arno A. Penzias and Robert W. Wilson, working with a microwave re•
trivet tuned to a wavelength of 7.3S centimeters (corresponding to a frequency of four giga-
betu).Most of the subsequent measurements were also done at single wavelengths, indicated by
the vertical bars. Recently, however. Paul L. Richards and his co-workers at the University of
California at Berkeley have measured the higher-frequency portion of the curve with a wide•
band technique. obtaining the results indicated by the colored area. The broken line represents
synchrotron radiation from our galaxy: radiation emitted by electrons as they spiral around
lines of magnetic force. At frequencies below 1 0 gigahertz the anisotropy, or the directional
nonuniformity, of the synchrotron emission masks the anisotropy in the background radiation.
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VNIFORM EXPANSION OF SPACE accounts for the "law" db-
coverd by Edwin P. Hubble of tb* Mount Wilson Observatory SO
years ago when be observed do distant gahwas we medial at a
velocity proportional to tbob distance. Here the expansion of space
is represented by the change is the spacing of galaxies (don) in the at.
rays at the let and in the aiddle. Is the diagram at the right the t.va
array$ are superposed. Conaeeting crows $bow the distance traveled
by each galaxy a viewed iron the central galaxy. The sane ptntsra
would be obsirvd from every other galaxy. Although the space be•
tweea the galaxies expands, the six* of each galaxy remain the same.
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ACCORDING TO BIG-BANG THEORY (left), the early universe
Is filled by protons (plies signs) and electrons (micas signs) that absorb
and remit photons (colors After 500.000 years (middle) the universe
has expanded and cooled enough for the protons and electrons to
combine into hydrogen atoms (circles), after which most photons
are no longer scattered. Those pt. -)tons (redrawn at right) last seat•
tared from a shell surrounding the position at which the earth will
form constitute the cosmic background radiation reaching us today.
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STUDY OF BACKGROUND RADIATION can provide clues to 	 are slossed by their additional selocit) On accordance %ith the pen-
the large -scale structure of the universe. It the earth has a peculiar	 oral theory of relativit ) i and beset appear adder than photons emit.
veloeitv lieftl, the radiation isshchtl y -bluer ( hotter) in the direction of 	 led to"ard its poles. The t»n possibilities can be dietincuished M dif.
motion and "redder" ( cooled in the opposite direction. If the shell Of	 ferencrs to the pattern of the o6crsed temperatures. Chr tempers.
matter that last scattered the radiation eras spinning witb respect to	 lure of the radiation will saes in the tint instance as the cosme of the
our local inertial frame, the photons emitted at the shell 's equator	 angle in the sky and ii the second instance as the square of the cosine.
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to-the emitter, it retain the characteris-
tic black -body shape, altered only in
temperature. in a frame of reference
moving with the plasma the characteris•
tic temperature of the radiation is about
4,300 degrees K.: in our frame of refer-
ence it is three degrees, As time passes
we shall continue to intercept the cosmic
background radiation. but the signal we
:halt then observe will have come from
even more distant regions in space.
Since those more distant regions are
moving away at still higher velocities,
the radiation will be observed in our
frame of reference to have a tempera-
ture lower :han three degrees. in another
13 billion years the radiation reaching
our present position in space should
have a temperature of about 1.3 de-
grees. It will also be radiation emitted at
the decoupling r*-ne. but from a tgion
far more distant in space than the radia-
tion we are observing today.
When one observes the cosmic back-
ground radiation. one is studying the
structure of the shell of matter that scat-
tered it half a million years after the big
bang. If the universe were totally homo-
geneous and isotropic. the cosmic back-
ground signal would be totally feature-
less. Clearly the present universe is quite
lumpy, containing as it does planets:
stars. galaxies and clusters of galaxies. If
large -scale clumping had begun before
the moment of decoupling. the back=
ground radiation should exhibit bright
and dark spots corresponding to the
clumps. if such features were to be,
observ:ti, one would obtain a fascinat•
:r glimpse of the early evolution of
the universe. On the other hand, the ab-
sence of such features would indicate
that large-scale structures, such its the
clumping necessary to account for clus-
ters of galaxies. had not yet appeared at
the moment of decoupling.
The background radiation also pro-
vides an opportunity for testing some of
the more speculative theories of the uni-
verse. For example, the universe may
be spinning. a possibility allowed by
the general theory of relativity. S. W.
Hawking of the University of Cam-
bridge was the first to point out that the
spin would show up clearly as a particu-
lar departure from isotropy in the cos-
mic background radiation. If the shell of
the last scattering were rotating with re-
spect to our local inertial frame of refer-
ence. the plasma at the equator of the
shell would have a transverse velocity
m sharrd by the plasma at the poles of
tt ° shed. According to the time-dilation
efltt.: of special relativity. clocks and
other oscillators along the equator of
the plasma shell would run slow. with
the result that light emitted from the
equatorial region would hove a small
red shift over and above the recessional
red shift. The additional red shift would
result in a slightly lower temperature for
the radiation coming from the equatori-
al region.
Although a spinning universe would
be detectable according to the general
theory of relativity. it would not be de•
tectable according to a principle stated
by Ernst Mach. Mach postulated that
the very existence of local inertial
frames of reference depended on the
distant matter of the universe. Thus a
local inertial frame would be inextrica-
bly linked to the distant matter. and it
would be rotating if the universe as a
k'	 -A
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DETERNUNING ANISOTROPY in the background radiation is 	 A frequency of 33 gigabertz was considered to be optimum. The two
complicated bt the microwave emission tram various gees that	 curvet representing the sigoals expected from the earth's motion
are Ibemselt es antsotrapic. H it retions. for example. are concentra . 	around the sun 130 kilometen per secoadl and the sun's motion
tions of Rzs and dust heated by young stars. For the new aetber -drift	 around for center of thr gataxy 1300 kilometers per secouutl are tons-
experiment it was necnbery to select a frequency at which the es. 	 pulled an the aaumphon of sero velocity for the galaxy. The experi^
peeled anisotropy of the background radiation would predominate. 	 men$ reveak that the galaxy's velocity is 600 kilometer per second.
tr
INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING ANISOTROP ' of the eosmk background radialk a
btdk by the author sad bh cottsagaes it shown acbematkaa; in crass section. The two large
born amtemom are designed to collect cosmk backgroond radiation in a marrow cone at a fre•
quency of 33 ghpbeet& The two smatter berm mad tbek associated receiver monitor the smis•
sioas from atmospberk oxygen at 54 gigaberm The apparatus Is designed to memort no the
absolute temperature of the cosmic backgroand radiation but rather the difference In the tea•
perstwe of the sigaab eoliecied by the two huge ►oral whoa they ore switebed akermNely into
a common receiver 100 tuna a seeossd. To comyensmte for possible asymmetries In deaso and
construction the apparatus is rotated I10 degas every 64 seconds daring cotteetioo of data.
whole mere ra-'.:ins. If analysis of the
hd kground r: , .ition were to reveal the
universe to be at outing. Afach 's princi•
pie would be dispMVd.
I
t gravity waves of very ^ wave-
length were generated during the ear•
ly moments of the big bang. they too
should live rise to a distinctive pattern
in the cosmic background radiation.
(Since the moment of decoupling for
. gravity waves is only a fraction of a sec-
ond after the big bang, their direct de-
tection would provide an even earlier
glimpse into the historyof the universe
than the one provided by the cosmic
background radiation.) One might also
discover aniscitropies revealing that the
universe has not expanded uniformly
in strict accordance with Hubble's law.
Such phenomena would tend to form
different patterns in the sky, making it
possible to distinguish them from one
another. Perhaps the most distinctive
pattern to look for. however, is the ani-
sotropy caused by the motion of the so-
lar system with respect to the shell of
plasma that emitted the radiation.
There can be only one inertial frame
in any region of space where the back-
ground radiation is completely isotrop-
ic. In any other frame an observer's mo-
tion will reveal itself as a variation in the
temperature of the radiation propor-
tional to the velocity of the observer and
to the cosine of the angle between his
direction of motion and the direction of
observation. P. J. E. Peebles. one of the
physicists in Dicke 's group who correct-
ly identified the origin of the radiation.
coined the term " the new aether drift" to
describe the expected motion. Although
it is not motion with respect to some
frame of reference fixed in space. it is
motion with respect to the most natural
frame of reference in cosmology: the
expanding coordinate system in which
the galaxies are nearly at rest.
It was the realization that it might be
possible to detect the new nether drift
that inspired m}, colleagues and me to
design an experiment that would im.
prove significantly on previous mca.
suremenis. We expected to discover that
the motion of the earth was primarily
due to the motion of the solar system
around the center of our galaxy at about
300 kilometers per second. modified by
a small factor to allow for the motion of
the galaxy toward the Andromeda gal-
axy. (The relative motion of our galaxy
and the Andromeda galaxy had been
measured earlier by the Doppler shift of
spectral emission lines as being K0 kil-
ometers per second.) Only a small part
of the expected aether drift would be
due to the earth 's motion around the sun
at 30 kilometers per second.
by were ue excited about measur-
ing such a well-known quantity:'
Our main interest was in the other possi-
ble effects: the spin of the universe. early
signs of the formation of clusters of gal-
axies, gravity waves and an anisotropic
Hubble expansion. In beginning a diffi-
cult experiment. however. it is reassur-
ing to know that one will come out with
a nonzero value of some kind. Although
the other phenomena are interesting.
and even a null result on them would be
significant. it is frustratinS to make pre-
cise measurements of zero.
When we began the experiment. the
cosmic background radiation was
known to be isotropic to, few millidc-
grees, or to better than one part in 5tH ► .
owing largely to the careful measure-
ments of Wilkinson and Robert B. Par-
tridge of Princeton and Edward K.
Conklin of Stanford Universuy. Anoth-
er Princeton experimenter. I'aul Henry.
had detected a small departure from
isotropy, but his data did not ht a simple
curve and the d irection of maximum
temperature was not accurately deter-
mined
For our measurements we planned to
use an instrument of the same eneral
design as the one used to the preceding
studies: a Dicke radiometer With this
device une measures not the absolute
a n t'1! A 1
-.-.C.;OF t u.....
temperature of the cosmic radiation but
differences in temperature between one
direction in the sky and another. Al-
though one might try to measure such
differences by comparing the outputs
from two receivers pointed in different
directions. thermal noise in the two re-
ceivcrs and uncontrollable variations in
their gain ("flicker noise"! would swamp
the minute differences expected. in nne
Dicke design the problem is avoided by
switching the same receiver back and
forth between two horn-shaped anten-
nas pointed in dit1crent directions. if the
experiment is carried out at the earth's
surface. one tries to cancel the intense
microwave emission from the oxygen
in the atmosphere by pointing the two
horns at the same zenith angle so that
both "see" the same amount of oxygen
To nullif y small d1erenccs in the col-
lecting power and emission of the two
horn s. or a possible asymmetn in the
microwave switch connecting the horns
to the receiver. the entire apparatus is
rotated. interchan g ing the positions of
the horns once a minute 1Vith these pre-
cautions anv as%mmetr % in the back-
ground radiation should show up as a
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Synchrotron erniasi n from galaxy Moo mr tsuremeMb at frequency avow
10 g"ru
Eamon from galactic teat me" measurernerta below 100 "ahaim
Emission frog. atmospheric water vapor Cosecs data at a1Gtude above is
ktlorrow s (with U-2)
En won from aunosp *m oxygen Use twin horn antennas at high 
altitude and motor oxygen emission
at 54 gigahertt
Emission from than Fly at .
Em,esian from earth Use dual-nhode corrugated horns with
narrow field of view
Ems►.on from torn antennas syrtvnews emission by careful
temperature control
Thermal noise in receiver Integrate signa l for 20 minutes
l	 Receiver fliCker recite Switch oetween two horn antennas( w 1 treauency) I	 100 tines per second
asymmetry of a;roane +	 Reverse tight path every :0 mtutes
Asymmetry t n experimental apparatus Rotate equ ; -rnent itset every 64
seconds
B as tram earth s magnetic fprld Carefully shield microwave switches
Radio emission from U-2 place metau,c smelts amund
SenstGVe parts and minimize
cortrtwrocabons to U-2
Rio*-*rent distortion of Determtne ' IMtth - from oxygen
&"m S.^fnefe cu p to n^lspnenGty Signal rather than (rem earth is
of .13 ,th hgfizorf or thght Instrumerls
PRI-A IC AL PROBLEMS assacteted witb mea,urias the aeaetrop^ of the background radia-
tion are listed with for remedint adopted b^ ibe iavasuplars. Thee and tbw amociatoa spent
tbree } ears planning the e % penment . A building the equipment before the first test ffigbt.
,fiq;tuation in the receiver output that
coincides with the horn-switchin= rate.
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n order to achieve a substantial im-
provement in sensitivity over earlier
experiments we had to understand ex-
actly what had limited the sensitivity
of earlier measurements and to antici-
pate as best we could tl^e problems that
would be introduced by r new experi-
mentai design. The results - of earlier ex-
perimenters had been limited in sensitiv-
ity primarily by the "synchrotron radia-
tion" emitted by electrons accelerated in
the magnetic fields of our galaxy. Al-
though the intensity of the synchrotron
radiation roughly follows the visible
features of the Milky Way. its poise
pattern in the microwave region of the
spectrum is not known. The best one can
do is to subtract an estimate of the syn-
chtotron anisotropy from the total ob-
served anisotropy and hope that what is
left represents the anisotropy in the cos-
mic background radiation and not just
an error in the estimate.
There is a straightforward way to re-
duce t,4e interference introduced by syn.
chrotron radiation. which is to move to
wavelengths shorter titan three centime-
ten. For example. between three centi-
meters and one centimeter the intensity
of the synchrotron radiation fails by
roughly a factor of three. Equally im-
portant. in the same wavelength interval
the cosmic background radiation. fal.
lowing the black -body curve. becomes
about 10 times stronger. The obstacle to
operation at shorter wavelengths is the
increased atmospheric emission: water
vapor and oxygen make ground-based
observations impossible at wavelengths
shorter than about two centimeters. Wa-
ter vapor is particularly troublesome be-
cause it can exist in patches that are not
canceled by aiming a pair of antennas at
the same zenith angle.
The obvious solution is to conduct the
experiment at an altitude well above
50.000 feet, where the water vapor is
almost totally frozen out. Mountaintop
altitude is not enough. It is necessary to
use either a balloon. an airplane or a
spacecraft. Although we knew thm a
spacecraft experiment was potentially
the most sensitive. an experiment in an
airplane or a balloon is much less expen-
sive and should certainly be done first.
In discussing these problems with Hans
M. Hark. who was then director of the
Ames Research Center of the Nation.
al Aeronautics and Space Administra•
tion, and Luis W. Alvarez of the Law.
rence Berkeley Laboratory, we decided
that the U-2 aircraft being operated by
NASA for the study of earth resources
would be an ideal platform for our ex-
periment. At about the some time (mid.
1973) Corey and Wilkinson at Pritweton
ekcted to we the gondola of a balloon
as a platform for their anisotropy mea-
surements. l shall not describe their ex•
periment but instead concentrate on the
problems that had to be solved for our
U-2 undertaking.
For an airborne experiment the time
available is sharply limited. which
meant that ol!f receiver had to be as sen-
sitive as possib 'v : In an experiment that
can be eotnductelk'a from the ground data
can be averaged over many obwrva-
tions and provide sensitive results even
without a low-noise receiver.) Unfor-
tunately microwave receivers b.::ome
progressively less sensitive at wave-
lengths below three centimeters. The
constraints presented by receiver tech•
noiogy. the need to avoid trPubi:utrne
interference from synchrotron emission
at wavelengths much longer than 1.5
centimeters and strong atmospheric
emission lines at wavelengths of several
millimeters led us finally to choose a
wavelength of .9 centimeter (a frequen-
cy of 33 gigahertz. or 33 billion r•y-
cies per second) as being optimt;m for
the experiment. At that wavelength we
thought our apparatus would be sensi-
tive enough to detect an anisotropy of
less than a thousandth of a degree.
which would be more than adequate to
determine the velocity at which the solar
system is being swept around the galac-
tic disk.
A major problem in an airborne ex-
periment is the instability of the plat-
form. which makers it dithcult to ensure
that both antenna horns are pointing at
the same zenith angle and hence seeing
the same volume of oxygen. We solved
the problem by monitoring the zenith
angle with a second radiometer tuned to
a wavelcngth of .55 centimeter (a frc.
quency (.f c4 gigahertz). a wavelength
parttcularl^ sensitive to emission from
atmospheric oxygen. With this arrange-
ment we would he able to detect an%
asymmetry of the oxvgcn signal. wheth-
er it was due to a tilted airplane or to a
tilted atmosphere. Since the earth is not
• i sphere but a quasi ellipsoid. the atmo-
sphere is indeed often tilted with respect
to the ground: the atmosphere is also
tilted by weather fronts. If the tilt were
large. the pilot would be asked to bank
the plane in compensation. (The maneu-
ver turned out not to be necessary.)
The size of our apparatus was severr-
1% limited by the .ipuce ava0ahle within
the rear hatch of the U-_. which made
the design of the antennas particulrrl>
difficult. Since the earth is an intense
emitter of microwave radiation. we had
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REGIONS OF SKY SURVEYED by the new nether-drift experi-
ment are plotted on an equm&ara projection of the celestial sphere.
All the Rights were made at night (in order to avoid the microwave
emission from the sun) and were spread out over a period of roughly
• year (in order to scan as much of the sky as can be observed from
• base in northern California). Flights in the Southern Hemisphere,
which are proposed for the current year, will help to verify the pat.
tern of the detected anisotropy In temperature. Typical Rights hated
four hours and surveyed four different regions of the sky. Each of
the horn antennas was sensitive to a region of the sky about seven de.
grees across. The length of each scan was determined primarily by ro.
tation of the earth rather than by the 400 -knot speed of the airplane.
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SOUTH CELESTIAL POLE
ANISOTROPY OF THE BACKGROUND RADIATIO N, as de.	 (::.3 hour ► and latitude six degrees (_ 10 degrees). The "coldest" spot,
duced frnm the U-2 survey, is plotted on the celestial sphere in con- 	 the direction in which the radiation is most "reddened" by the earth's
tours of one millidegree K. The "hottest" spot, indicating the direc-	 relative motion awav from the incoming photons, lies 180 degrees
tion of the earth 's maximum relntiv. motion inward the hackvround	 Iwov in Aquarius. If the temperature difference bete cen hottest and
radiation, lies in the constellation Leo at right ascension 11 hours 	 coldest points is plotted against distance, the result is a cosine curve.
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OF MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES)
1to find a way to shield our antennas.
Ground -based experiments had solved
the problem with large metallic reflec.
tors that intercepted and reflected the
earthshine. Our solution was a special
horn antenna designed to have an ex-
tremely small pickup from directions
more than 60 degrees from the horn
axis. The small space available in the
U-2 also required that the apparatus
be fully automatic. since there was no
room in the airplane for a scientist pas-
senger. Another nontrivial problem was
that the U-2 is designed to carry cam-
eras that look down. and we wanted to
look up. One does not cut a hole in the
top of a skin -stressed airplane such as
the U-2 without considerable planning.
but the modification was achieved with
the help of the NASA staff at the Ames
Research Center and engineers of the
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. which
was responsible for the maintenance of
the aircraft.
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COSIN'E CURVE provides the best 6t for the data (avenged into 18 points) taken by the au-
thor and his colleagues in the new aether-drift experiment The horizontal axis represents the
angle made by a line connecting the two horn antennas and the direction of maximum temper-
ature in Lea The cosine curve is temperature distribution to be expected in the cosmic back-
ground radiation if the solar system 's peculiar velocity toward Leo is 000 kilometers per second.
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RIGHT ASCENSION (HOURS)
FIRST SIGN'IFICAN'T DEVIATION' FRODI ISOTROPY in the cosmic background radia-
tion was detected by Paul Henry of Princeton University with an instrument that was carried
aloft by a balloon. The anisotropy in the radiation shows up in the preponderance of data
points lying below the zero line. The scatter in the points. however. made it impossible to estab-
16b distribution of anisotropy or to determine precisely direction of maximum temperature.
T
hese were just a few of the problems
we had to address in the experiment.
Part of the challenge of a novel experi-
ment is trying to anticipate new prob-
lems and deal with them. Much credit
belongs to my collaborators Smoot and
Gorenstein, who had the chief respon-
sibility for transforming a theoretical
plan into a successful experiment.
After three years of planning, con-
struction and testing we mounted the
apparatus in the U-2 in July. 1976. We
made various modifications after a se-
ries of test flights and continued to make
others during the data -taking period.
which began in December of that year.
All the data -taking flights were made at
night. since even our special horn anten-
nas picked up microwave signals from
the sun. There was also no practical way
to shield our apparatus from uneven so-
lar heating. Microwave emission from
the moon. when it was at the correct
angle for it, provided a handy way to
calibrate the receiver gain in flight.
The data collected from the first few
flights revealed an unmistakable depar-
ture from isotropy in the cosmic back-
ground tadiation. To get a clear picture
of the anisotropy, however, we had to
have flights sl.read out over a full year
so that the antennas could scan as large
a fraction as possible of the celestial
sphere visible from northern California.
By the end of last year the data from 10
flights plotted into the distinct cosine
curve one would expect if the solar sys-
tem were moving with a high cosmolog-
ical velocity. A similar anisotropy was
detected at a wavelength of 1.6 centime-
ters by the 19-gigahertz radiometer
flown in the gondola of a balloon by
Corey and Wilkinson. In both the Berke-
le y and the Princeton ex periments the
magnitude of the anisotropy was consis-
tent with that first reported by Henry.
Our data indicate that the tempera-
ture of the cosmic background radiation
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RIGHT ASCENSION (HOURS)
e
reaches a maximum of .0035 degree (3.5
thillidegrees: -.I)ove the average value in
a direction detined. in the usual celestial
coordinates. as 11 hours right ascension
and six degrees north latitude, or about
15 degrees east-southeast of Regulus.
the brightest star in the constellation
Leo. The velocity of the solar system in
that direction can be computed by divid-
ing the maximum temperature differ-
ence ..0035 degree, by the average tem-
perature of the cosmic background ra-
diation. 2.7 degrees (the best current
value), and multiplying the result by
the velocity of light. The answer is a ve-
locity of 390 kilometers per second.
Although this velocity is not much
greater than that of 300 kilometers per
second expected from the solar system's
motion around the center of the galaxy.
it is in a different direction. Since the
velocity of the solar system is the sum of
the velocity due to the rotation of the
galaxy plus any peculiar velocity of the
galaxy. we could take our measured
number and by properly handling the
vectors calculate the peculiar velocity of
the galaxy. When we did this, we found
that the galaxy must be moving at about
600 kilometers per second with respect
to the cosmic background radiation.
Except for the cosine variation in tem-
perature the background radiation was
found to be isotropic to better than one
part in 3,000, placing strict limits on
several of the phenomena I have men-
tioned. If the universe is rotating, its rate
of rotation must be less than 10 .9 second
of arc per century. If large -scale gravity
waves exist, they do not have sufficient
energy to close the universe or to reverse
the Hubble expansion into an implo-
sion. The expansion itself must be iso-
tropic to one part in 3.000. There is also
no evidence of the early formation of
clusters of galaxies. indicating that very-
large-scale clustering did not exist at the
moment of decoupling.
P
erhaps the most fascinating and un-
expected result of the experiment is
the size of the implied cosmological ve-
locity of the galaxy. Since the motion of
our galaxy relative to the Andromeda
galaxy is small (80 kilometers per sec-
ond). the Andromeda galaxy must share
this high velocity through space. More-
over, it is known that the peculiar (non-
Hubble) motion of our local group of
galaxies relative to the nearest large
cluster of galaxies. the Virgo cluster, is
small: thus the entire Virgo cluster must
have a cosmological velocity similar to
ours. The picture that emerges is of a
vast volume of space. tens of millions of
light-years in radius, moving with a ve-
locity of roughly 600 kilometers per sec-
ond with respect to the distant universe.
The picture becomes more complicat-
ed when we look farther out into the
local regions of space. Prior to our work
Vera C. Rubin and W. Kent Ford. Jr..
of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton's Department of Terrestrial Mag-
netism had with their colleagues ana-
lyzed the motion of our galaxy relative
to an all -sky sample of spiral galaxies
some 100 million light-years away.
They concluded that relative to the sam-
ple the solar system has a net velocity of
600 kilometers per second. After allow-
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ing for the fraction of the velocity of the
solar system that is due to galactic rota-
tion. they , calculated that our galaxy is
moving relative to the sphere of refer-
ence galaxies at a velocity of about 450
kilometers per second.
Our measurement of our galaxy's pe-
culiar velocity, as determined from the
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RIGHT ASCENSION (HOURS)
SECOND PRIKCETO% EXPERINIE\T, conducted by David T. Wilkinson and Brian E.
Corey with a balloon-borne instrument operating at a frequency of 19 gigahertz, supports the
Berkeley G -2 measurements. Because the Princeton workers plot their data differently (with
a north-south projection and an east-west projection) the similarity between their results and
the Berkeley ones is not readily apparent. It is clear. however. that the Princeton data define co-
sine curves. Princeton group concluded that the earth is musing at 300 (= 70) kilometers per sec-
ond toward right ascension 12 (= 21 hours and latitude - 10 (= 20) degrees in the celestial sphere.
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a COSMIC	 "" _	 cosmic background radiation. not only
	
BACKGROUND	 ^^^	 ^^	 is a third greater than the Rubin-Ford
RADIATION  velocity but also differs in direction
from theirs by more than 100 degrees*
The two sets of velocity measurements
/	 `	 \	 can be reconciled by assuming that the
\	 Rubin-Ford sphere of galaxies is mov-
SPHERE CONTAINING	 N,	 ing with a cosmological velocity of
RUBIN -FORD GALAXIES	 \	 about 800 kilometers per second in a
(RADIUS -106 LIGHT-YEARS)	 \	 \	 direction offset by approximately 33 de-
/	 _ l.+► /	 \	 \	 grees from the direction in which we
f	 /	 ^'' —"^	 \	 are drifting at 600 kilometers per sec-
/ ^LOCAL GALAXIES ^	 ^ ^ f\./ul and through the radiation "aether" left(RADIUS - 106 .	 \	 by the big bang.
1	 LIGHT-YEARS) 	 \,	 This remarkable picture is even more
e^	 )	 800surprising when one realizes that a high
	
'. s^
	
6^	 e/\f\1\ peculiar velocity today may imply a still
higher one in the past. As a galaxy
	
!	 MILKY WAY	 /	 1 moves through space with a high pecu-
1 \ GALAXY / liar velocity it eventually catches up
with other galaxies whose recessional
velocity corresponds to the average
Hubble expansion. Hence a high pecu-
liar velocity is gradually transformed
into a typical Hubble velocity, with the
net result that peculiar velocities must
\	 \ \	 /	 //	 ward
decrease
rone finds that at 	 mentcof
/	 decotipling the peculiar velocity of the
stuff of which our galaxy was made
N,	 i^	 must have been close to the speed of
aso light. On the other hand. if the peculiar
velocity were due to local turbulence or
to orbital motion around a distant point.
such an extrapolation might not be cor-
FA-\TASTIC VELOCITY PICTURE emerges when the peculiar velocity of our galaxy, evi- rect. The velocity of our local group of
dently shared by all the members of the local cluster of galaxies, is plotted in relation to a sam- galaxies with respect to the nearby
ple of galaxies 10 8 light-years away whose velocities were analyzed spectrographically by (on a cosmic scale) Rubin-Ford galaxies
Vera C. Rubin and W. Kent Ford, Jr., of the Carnegie Institution of R'ashington 's Department does in fact suggest there is considerable
of Terrestrial Magnetism. Their results imply that our galaxy is moving at 450 kilometers per turbulence in the universe.
second with respect to those in the reference sample. The diagram shows how the Rubin-Ford
velocity can be reconciled with the peculiar velocity of 600 kilometers per second determined 	 Before one accepts this turbulent pic-
for our galaxy by the anisotropy in the cosmic background radiation. The Rubin -Ford sphere lure of the large -scale structure of the
of galaxies would require a peculiar velocity of 800 kilometers per second displaced roughly universe, one should recall that our ob-
33 degrees from the direction in which our galaxy is moving. Diagram at right shows how our servation of the cosmic background ra-
galaxy would then be carried toward the Rubin-Ford galaxies at 450 kilometers per second. In diation shows that except for the cosine
view of uncertainties in measurements the velocities are rounded to 50 kilometers per second, component the radiation is uniform to
at least one part in 3.000. It is not obvi-
us how to reconcile the featureless a-
ture of the background radiation with a
high degree of local turbulence. To be
sure. the local peculiar velocities are
.F_y .^+	 a a.^^ ° 	 characteristics the present universe.
•r	 whereas the back-ground radiation is a
b
	
	 snapshot of the universe taken 15 billion
years ago. Conceivably the universe
F—♦ ^. E^	 F.	 ^y. ...^ a.____^ ♦_^ possesses some large - scale structure.
a such as the rotation of a supercluster of
?alaxies. that will reconcile the appar-
ently contradictory results.
	!^ 	 W	
Perhaps the most perceptive criticism
of the homogeneous isotropic big-
bang model l that it is far too simple to
represent reality. One is easily tempted
to assume that the unknown is simple. It
CO\VERSIO\
 OF PECULIAR VELOCITY into Hubble velocity, the cosmic velocity of ex- is possible, indeed likely. that there are
pansion, can be expected to take place in time. The vector arrow a represents the current pecu- 	 large -scale structures that play an essen-liar velocity
 of our galaxy, shown embedded in a space that is expanding uniformly. As our 	 ti31 role in determining the nature ofgalaxv moves outward it will overtake other galaxies (h) until it reacbes a region (c) where its 	 the universe. With recent measurementsvelocity matches that of neighboring objects. Our galaxy will then no longer exhibit a peculiar
velocity; its motion with respect to nearby matter will tend toward zero. A similar argument	 of the large - scale clustering of galaxies
shows that in the past our galaxy 's peculiar velocity must have been greater than it is today. 	 and the anisotropy of the cosmic back-
This line of reasoning is invalidated, of course, if the peculiar velocity arises from a local effect, 	 ground radiation we may be just begin-
such as the rotation of a cluster of galaxies, in which case the peculiar velocity would oscillate.	 p ing to detect that structure.
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